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PUSSY PASS GRANTED: Special female jail sentence - go to
jail every 2 weeks on the weekend LMAO
1168 upvotes | May 2, 2020 | by mellainadiba | Link | Reddit Link
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Something doesn't add up here
1166 upvotes | June 22, 2019 | by LittleDouche | Link | Reddit Link
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She want a "pussy of color pass" lol
1162 upvotes | January 14, 2021 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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This fits here right
1160 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by ADevadas | Link | Reddit Link
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Saw this on my facebook feed a while back... finally found a
community to share my frustration with
1160 upvotes | June 11, 2014 | by The-Dundies | Link | Reddit Link
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fuck buzzfeed
1139 upvotes | December 26, 2019 | by mozzarella_lavalamp | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber Heard hired for $33,000 per talk in domestic abuse,
despite evidence suggesting she herself is a domestic abuser.
1132 upvotes | December 16, 2020 | by rabbithole | Link | Reddit Link
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And we've got another pussy pass.
1129 upvotes | October 5, 2020 | by Turd-Sandwich-Deluxe | Link | Reddit Link
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Boy Dies in Mom's Care - Court Jails Dad for Criticizing Judge
1126 upvotes | December 18, 2020 | by CAUSTIC101 | Link | Reddit Link
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a “genuine connection” with an underage child. ok.
1123 upvotes | July 12, 2020 | by catsareprettycoo1 | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber heard has not been fired from aquaman 2.
1119 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by supermarioplush220 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.comicbookmovie.com/aquaman/aquaman_2/aquaman-star-amber-heard-has-not-been-fir
ed-from-the-sequel-despite-reports-to-the-contrary-a175272
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She cut off her husband's dick, which to a man a worse
outcome than death. Got away with it because of "irresistible
impulse." If this is the case, can't 99% of all crimes can be
absolved by terming them as "irresistible impulse"? Who are
they fooling?
1113 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by noots123123 | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman pretends to be homeless but is actually not, drives a
nice car. Acts entitled and threatens the guy
1110 upvotes | January 31, 2020 | by thatMGTOWguy | Link | Reddit Link
https://v.redd.it/q0bexgbyr3e41
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Caring parent / drug dealer
1103 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by mdhzk3 | Link | Reddit Link
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Denying that females can’t create toxic relationships...
1101 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by FluffyCheeseStick | Link | Reddit Link
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98% of women receive alimony after they initiate divorce,
despite the fact that 43% of women have larger incomes than
their ex-husbands
1099 upvotes | April 1, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Get a load of this
1098 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by DieNackteTraube | Link | Reddit Link
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My life got infinitely better in quality and safety once I stopped
helping out women. This is one of the many reasons why
1095 upvotes | May 10, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Women getting away with committing crimes, like always. men
are treated as disposable, it doesn't matter if they suffer.
1091 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman hits and kills 14 year old while drunk and flees then
mocks his death on social media and only gets 11 months home
detention.
1089 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by Cheap-Cherry | Link | Reddit Link
This is old, but is the saddest case of Pussypass in NZ I've seen.
Woman hits young boy while drunk and high on learners licence, drives off and leaves him to die.
Then mocks his death on social media by wearing an orange prison jumpsuit with the caption
reading: "Hide your children".
She only got 11 months home detention and 250 community service. A petition was signed by
143,000 kiwis to re-sentence her but nothing came of it.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12176781
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He's showing exceptional restraint
1087 upvotes | May 25, 2020 | by tujhya_nana_chi_tang | Link | Reddit Link
Angry Karen assaults bus driver
9,956 points•676 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Johari82 to r/PublicFreakout
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Stealing from a guy who asked you out
1085 upvotes | June 21, 2019 | by Darthai | Link | Reddit Link
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Two serial killers. One of them is in prison for life, the other
one is already walking free.
1084 upvotes | September 11, 2020 | by dukey42 | Link | Reddit Link
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Haha, invasion of privacy is so r/funny
1083 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by Official_SkyH1gh | Link | Reddit Link
Next level, trust issues
35,177 points•1,087 comments•submitted 1 year ago by franzpat to r/funny
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Scholarships nowadays are the very definition of sexism
1080 upvotes | November 29, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Feminists when a girl hurts a boy with violence abuse vs
feminists when the girl faces consequences for the violence
abuse
1076 upvotes | January 6, 2021 | by rodrigohernandez4477 | Link | Reddit Link
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1076 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by Suppo949 | Link | Reddit Link
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STAND WITH SOPHIE! This 9 year old girl has been sexually
abused by her mothers boyfriend WHILE HER MOTHER
WATCHES. Her parents are divorced and the mother stated in
court that the father was mentally ill so the court was in favor
of the mother. I’m fucking LIVID
1075 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by DessertRay97 | Link | Reddit Link
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All the damn time
1071 upvotes | October 7, 2020 | by Jaimegn | Link | Reddit Link
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Ah yes, no hipocrisy to be seen
1068 upvotes | January 20, 2021 | by O_Martin | Link | Reddit Link
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If the roles were reversed..
1064 upvotes | November 29, 2020 | by whitedranzer | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman stores classified information on personal email server.
No charges.
1060 upvotes | July 5, 2016 | by CogginsCannon | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/06/us/politics/hillary-clinton-fbi-email-comey.html
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Assuming you can take the kids because you’re a woman
1060 upvotes | June 12, 2019 | by Captain_Pig4 | Link | Reddit Link
To not let the kids father see their kids.
67,160 points•2,423 comments•submitted 2 years ago by ellie_smile to r/therewasanattempt
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This awful verdict was in 2018. And still, Pussypass is going on
and on and on...
1059 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by Metalloid_Emon | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman shoved 74 Y/O man off a bus because he said "be nicer
to the passangers". He fell face first and died a month later due
to his injuries.
1056 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by mellainadiba | Link | Reddit Link
Woman shoved 74 Y/O man off a bus because he said "be nicer to the passangers". He fell face first
and died a month later due to his injuries.
2,807 points•387 comments•submitted 1 year ago by YaronL16 to r/PeopleBeingJerks
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When your wife destroys you and your son’s project for a
tiktok video
1052 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by TC1851 | Link | Reddit Link
When your wife destroys you and your son’s project for a tiktok video
60,646 points•3,839 comments•submitted 11 months ago by Eukaryotic7 to r/WatchPeopleDieInside
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Happens all the time now. Also they force guys to organize the
leagues for them
1052 upvotes | November 28, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Not sure if this belongs here
1050 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by NOTAFUNNAME | Link | Reddit Link
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The Naked hard truth about women rapists privilege
1049 upvotes | October 21, 2019 | by GeneralReposti_Bot | Link | Reddit Link
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Ah yes
1046 upvotes | April 2, 2020 | by two-stars-and-an-owl | Link | Reddit Link
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The federal case against these liars got thrown out.... info in the
comments
1044 upvotes | August 24, 2022 | by 53withtrollhair | Link | Reddit Link
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Too much equality
1037 upvotes | May 1, 2020 | by Gyzm250f | Link | Reddit Link
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And they strike again
1033 upvotes | January 24, 2021 | by Maktesh | Link | Reddit Link
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Where are the charges?
1031 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by dhottawa | Link | Reddit Link
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Equality means equality.
1026 upvotes | March 26, 2019 | by WeAreFoolsTogether | Link | Reddit Link
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They gave her parole without even requiring she release where
the rest of his remains are. All that was found was his head in a
bag, after being thrown in a river.
1025 upvotes | June 24, 2019 | by Esoteric-Wanderlust | Link | Reddit Link
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RAPE. She RAPED a 16 year old student.
1024 upvotes | November 16, 2020 | by jane_dillinger | Link | Reddit Link
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Reverse the genders and there's a serious problem
1024 upvotes | August 22, 2020 | by bcrooks234 | Link | Reddit Link
This entire video
782 points•324 comments•submitted 11 months ago by [deleted] to r/Cringetopia
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This says a lot about girls on tiktok
1017 upvotes | April 4, 2020 | by S_0ul | Link | Reddit Link
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Thought y’all should see this
1007 upvotes | April 21, 2020 | by CLVN317 | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine a guy flashing everyone
1005 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by Silverfire12 | Link | Reddit Link
Found it on instagram. Hope it's fake
951 points•229 comments•submitted 1 year ago by BeneficialPosition to r/trashy
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Gatekeeping rape
1005 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by T_Nightingale | Link | Reddit Link
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Double standard
1000 upvotes | April 29, 2019 | by Skelopun | Link | Reddit Link
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Justin Bieber gets anger management and charges reduced to
careless driving for DUI case
998 upvotes | August 13, 2014 | by Oh_pizza_Fag | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/gossip/la-et-mg-justin-bieber-anger-management-0140812-sto
ry.html
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Entitled woman is annoyed that her date wanted to split the bill
995 upvotes | October 20, 2020 | by AntiFeminismAU | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Entitled woman is annoyed that her date wanted to split the bill" from /r/AntiFeminismAU:

Posted by AntiFeminismAU | 20 October 2020 | Link
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Boy just wanted to cell CDs....
992 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by Judge_Frappe | Link | Reddit Link
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This is Clementine Ford, a best seller feminist author !! imagine
if a man said the same thing about women ?!
989 upvotes | December 19, 2020 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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Feminist: "If you oppose false rape accusations, you need to
die!"
988 upvotes | February 22, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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funni joak
987 upvotes | February 17, 2021 | by CharcerY | Link | Reddit Link
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Title
986 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | by Rendi-Kurton | Link | Reddit Link
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Also knowing she didn’t have the same public consequences as
he did...
986 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by OFBA | Link | Reddit Link
Amber Heard smirking as she listens to the audio tape of her admitting violence towards Johnny
Depp.
6,001 points•346 comments•submitted 1 year ago by reignkaera to r/MensRights
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Definitely not sexist, creepy and all around trashy.
985 upvotes | August 25, 2020 | by TheMexicanJuan | Link | Reddit Link
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Guarantee if the roles were reversed there’d be a lawsuit
981 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by quesoburgesa | Link | Reddit Link
Apparently, you can't have dreads if you're not black.
38,036 points•5,416 comments•submitted 8 months ago by vQ_Q7 to
r/PublicFreakout11
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Disgusting
979 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by Dustygriggs | Link | Reddit Link
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What kind of privilege is this again?
974 upvotes | September 15, 2020 | by Ashrlder | Link | Reddit Link
What kind of privilege is this again?
30,058 points•2,856 comments•submitted 10 months ago by Reg_Cliff to r/PublicFreakout
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Woman destroys her partner after finding out he was raped
when he was a child
973 upvotes | July 14, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Does this fit? Is this a titty pass? We all know it wouldn’t go so
well with a guy whooping out his ding dong.
969 upvotes | May 27, 2020 | by Artric76 | Link | Reddit Link
Now imagine man doing this..
28,425 points•1,245 comments•submitted 1 year ago by PPIIKKAACCHHUU to r/youseeingthisshit
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Amber Heard pledges divorce settlement (3.5m) to children's
hospital only to reneg after the first payment. Amber has made
false accusations against her husband and felt no repercussions.
Now she has made false promises to sick and dying children.
Where's the outcry?
968 upvotes | January 9, 2021 | by phishyfingers | Link | Reddit Link
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Both drinking, only he's in trouble. Who the fuck made this ?
966 upvotes | July 12, 2015 | by MrNillows | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/D716ZEw
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Poor kid
960 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by anymouse141 | Link | Reddit Link
Boy Suspended From School After Fighting Back Against Girl Bully Who Kept Hitting Him
15,019 points•2,014 comments•submitted 10 months ago by [deleted] to r/ActualPublicFreakouts
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22 year old woman given the pass for multiple instances of
statutory rape of a 14 year old boy due to "genuine affection,"
judge rules
960 upvotes | July 18, 2020 | by SneakinAroundShhh | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/u6fup38avkb51.png
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Woman who beheaded child gets 25 yrs, while male accomplice
gets executed.
949 upvotes | February 4, 2020 | by BlueWolf107 | Link | Reddit Link
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"She made a daring case for #killallmen in her Men Kampf, it
is so unfortunate that she is only remembered for attempted
homicide".
948 upvotes | August 9, 2020 | by MarcAngel4eva | Link | Reddit Link
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Of course
947 upvotes | November 25, 2018 | by misterchainsaw | Link | Reddit Link
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It's only a crime when men do it.
945 upvotes | July 23, 2017 | by iamyour_allah | Link | Reddit Link
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Pussy pass of the year. Can you imagine if the genders were
reversed?
935 upvotes | October 22, 2020 | by AntiFeminismAU | Link | Reddit Link
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The Naked truth about wage gap myth
931 upvotes | July 16, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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How would you guys reply to a woman saying this about
johnny depps case?
930 upvotes | November 11, 2020 | by iphoneix | Link | Reddit Link
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United Nations: "Happy #InternationalMensDay to all the
male allies around the world who support women". Go to
comment: https://twitter.com/UN/status/1329441047940898817
929 upvotes | November 21, 2020 | by unamins | Link | Reddit Link
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The Naked truth about Cardi B Cosby pussypass
924 upvotes | March 27, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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This kinda shit blows me away, like you literally do a different
job and work in a different department with different budgets
and most likely get paid different but no its obviously sexist and
unfair.
923 upvotes | January 16, 2021 | by TylerBan | Link | Reddit Link
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“Everything she said was true”
919 upvotes | January 14, 2020 | by compellinglymediocre | Link | Reddit Link
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Let's bygone crimes
918 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by djmanny216 | Link | Reddit Link
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Wtf.....
915 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by RussoTusso1 | Link | Reddit Link
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Time for a r/POCpussypass
914 upvotes | May 6, 2021 | by Looseforbiden | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/k1lt23gt4ix61.jpg
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Does this count?
908 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by spaces_over_tabs | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine if this was a man
908 upvotes | March 6, 2020 | by Datamann1 | Link | Reddit Link
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Men angels beating a guy because he rightly slapped a tv host
906 upvotes | May 19, 2020 | by NotSomeSuggestedname | Link | Reddit Link
Men angels beating a guy because he rightly slapped a tv host
1,270 points•284 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/ActualPublicFreakouts
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Hmm
906 upvotes | February 9, 2021 | by roy14278 | Link | Reddit Link
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Wtf is wrong with them
901 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by flabbergastedfennel | Link | Reddit Link
The way he isn't aggressive speaks so much
2,668 points•209 comments•submitted 1 year ago by d3rp4sorous to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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Ruin a guy's life but don't worry she's sorry
900 upvotes | August 9, 2019 | by mr2jay | Link | Reddit Link
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And they want equality lol
899 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by quesoburgesa | Link | Reddit Link
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They decide to cover her story despite the fact that she
admitted to drugging and robbing multiple men
898 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by stewartstewart01 | Link | Reddit Link
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Except that the school still didn’t believe him, deemed it sexual
assault, and expelled him (of course he’s suing)
898 upvotes | May 28, 2019 | by lolicon2046 | Link | Reddit Link
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Apparently it’s not rape when a woman does it, because the boy
probably wanted it anyway! Like what the fuck guys come on
rape is rape
897 upvotes | December 4, 2020 | by UrineTrouble05 | Link | Reddit Link
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My feet hurt
897 upvotes | November 19, 2020 | by quesoburgesa | Link | Reddit Link
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Urging terrorism v.s. sharing Hitler pics
895 upvotes | July 8, 2019 | by globaltrekker7 | Link | Reddit Link
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12 years
895 upvotes | June 10, 2019 | by dustindlb | Link | Reddit Link
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Felony Dismissed for the woman, Cadesha Bishop who
murderd a 74 year old disabled man by pushing off a bus,
though security camera video clearly shows her crime.
895 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | by JohnPerera | Link | Reddit Link
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When feminists protested to shut down the screening of
Silenced, a spanish documentary on male victims of domestic
violence.
891 upvotes | November 30, 2020 | by DeepIsland8373 | Link | Reddit Link
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The public reaction would be much different if a man did this
to a woman
886 upvotes | July 1, 2019 | by Superboo666 | Link | Reddit Link
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This is disgusting.
884 upvotes | November 10, 2019 | by sam_campbell_soup | Link | Reddit Link
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Shot in the head - she got 15 years but released on probation
after 6 months (nsfw, loud)
882 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by NotSureThanks | Link | Reddit Link
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When you sexually assault/harass coworkers but you were born
without a dick:
879 upvotes | July 11, 2020 | by InvincibleV | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman charged with manslaughter after Judge comes to the
conclusion that she didn't intent for the man to die, although
she admits that she enjoyed it and intentionally called him over.
Yikes.
879 upvotes | December 19, 2019 | by StigmaofWind | Link | Reddit Link
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Not sure if this fits here, but girl claims she was fired due to
being a female and not because she showed up late.
878 upvotes | April 15, 2020 | by goodriff | Link | Reddit Link
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Dozens of women admitting that they would rape a man,
because men cannot say “no” to sex
878 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by againstthe | Link | Reddit Link

Dozens of women admitting that they would rape a man, because men cannot say “no” to sex
1,516 points•105 comments•submitted 1 year ago by againstthe to r/MensRights
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Women KILLS child, pays $25 and she's SET FREE.
877 upvotes | May 27, 2019 | by Vraboxin | Link | Reddit Link
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A three day suspension is definitely fair for all the shit she's
pulled off :/
877 upvotes | April 25, 2020 | by MalOWare | Link | Reddit Link
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The different standards for male and female bodybuilders
875 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by SuddenlyHip | Link | Reddit Link
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Nazis lose again. Never won anything.
875 upvotes | April 28, 2017 | by Mustaka | Link | Reddit Link
This sub has been cleansed. Any attempts to brigade, doxx, harass will be dealt with swiftly.
Any user who was banned when the sub was controlled by the Nazis is now un-banned.
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Teachers mark girls higher for IDENTICAL work to boys
(OECD study). Furthermore, a boy will receive 1/3 higher
grade in reading tests if the techer does not know he is a boy
(OECD) From kday 1 of early yers education they also grade
boys lower despite them objectively getting higher test scores
874 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by namussa | Link | Reddit Link
Teachers mark girls higher for IDENTICAL work to boys (OECD study). Furthermore, a boy will
receive 1/3 higher grade in reading tests if the techer does not know he is a boy (OECD) From kday 1
of early yers education they also grade boys lower despite them objectively getting higher test scores
3,612 points•354 comments•submitted 1 year ago * by mhandanna to r/UnpopularFacts
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Only for a woman would the press cover up this sort of heinous
act
871 upvotes | February 11, 2021 | by mason_ja | Link | Reddit Link
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12-yr old is Shanda Sharer is brutally tortured to death, lastly
being burned alive. The murderers, 4 teenage girls, all spent
less than 25 yrs for the murder, and are all free today. Any
male child-killer would be given the death penalty.
863 upvotes | September 10, 2020 | by HARD_COCK_MCGEE | Link | Reddit Link
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Pussy passed
862 upvotes | August 14, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
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Not even trying to hide it
860 upvotes | November 24, 2020 | by Locktherockkachow | Link | Reddit Link
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Bill and Melinda Gates right now
856 upvotes | May 10, 2021 | by Men-Are-Human | Link | Reddit Link
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Wait...what?
845 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by EveryLeek | Link | Reddit Link
wait..what?
152 points•21 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/memes
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1 year for murder
844 upvotes | November 20, 2020 | by sassybatman69420 | Link | Reddit Link
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My Oppression is real, that's why I can get sympathy by
shouting it to everyone, but you can't even claim it exists.
844 upvotes | February 12, 2021 | by Reus_Irae | Link | Reddit Link
Reminder
1,487 points•64 comments•submitted 5 months ago by [deleted] to r/FemaleDatingStrategy
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This is the biggest pussy pass if I ever have seen one :(
842 upvotes | July 30, 2019 | by x6x6x61982 | Link | Reddit Link
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"feminists" be like
840 upvotes | May 28, 2020 | by meme-lord32011 | Link | Reddit Link
In b4 the comment section proves that people can't take a joke...
363 points•77 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/memes
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Boi what if a man made his kid daughter take pictures of him
in his underoos while standing on a damn cabinet?
838 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by Cheddre | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman lies to her kids, telling them they were raped
(molested) by their dad just so they'll hate him.
830 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by weeabo96 | Link | Reddit Link
Woman lies to her kids, telling them they were raped (molested) by their dad just so they'll hate him.
32,099 points•990 comments•submitted 1 year ago by vince2td to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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I don't make the rules..

♂️

♂️

830 upvotes | March 4, 2021 | by KingSxE | Link | Reddit Link
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They should show a clip with genders reversed and see what
“social outrage” this would get from screaming SJW banshees.
829 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by entropy_koala | Link | Reddit Link
Maybe Maybe Maybe
27,036 points•693 comments•submitted 10 months ago by V69C to r/maybemaybemaybe
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Pussypass
827 upvotes | December 12, 2020 | by DrDrPhil | Link | Reddit Link
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Twitter is stupid
827 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by RicardoMilossGoa | Link | Reddit Link
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Australian Army reduced the fitness standards for women
because of less passing rates and high injury
820 upvotes | June 24, 2019 | by boltz11 | Link | Reddit Link
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Lied and got away with it
819 upvotes | October 21, 2019 | by IServeTheUSSR | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber Heard condemns ‘paid campaign’ to remove her from
Aquaman sequel...Heard has denied that the outcome of the
Depp trial has had any impact on her own franchise, however,
and confirmed that she will film the sequel in 2021. “Paid
rumours and paid campaigns on social media don’t dictate
[casti
818 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by phishyfingers | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/amber-heard-aquaman-2-petition-john
ny-depp-trial-b1722265.html
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Cheating as a man is not allowed ig
817 upvotes | December 15, 2020 | by scrtchy | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman claims Uber driver raped her, charges dropped after
video revealed. Woman still anonymous, guys picture
everywhere, no charges. Pussypass? Yup.
817 upvotes | April 8, 2015 | by SpawnQuixote | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-uber-driver-rape-charge-dropped-met-201504
06-story.html
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The comment section’s even worse. (Link down below)
813 upvotes | January 19, 2021 | by SkeweredWasabi | Link | Reddit Link
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She was “kicked off of the show”
813 upvotes | February 20, 2020 | by brakin667 | Link | Reddit Link
An MMA fighter appearing on Survivor Romania loses a competition then she breaks her teammate's
nose
80,287 points•3,253 comments•submitted 1 year ago by SFinTX to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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[Imgur] 40% of Domestic Violence (from /r/Tumblratrest)
807 upvotes | May 25, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/gallery/MknAH
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Young mother, 20, who left her ex-boyfriend with brain
damage after she drunkenly mowed him down grins and gives a
thumbs up as she AVOIDS jail.
806 upvotes | February 14, 2019 | by b0x_fort | Link | Reddit Link
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Bone-chilling
805 upvotes | August 7, 2020 | by Diligent-Throat111 | Link | Reddit Link
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Fucking double standards, based on this Jake can’t consent and
now his life is ruined because she couldn’t consent
799 upvotes | January 14, 2020 | by stone100100baseball | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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Because woman never rape, they are accused of having sex with
or forcing sex. (This is 3yrs old)
797 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by FluffyCheeseStick | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman expertly sidesteps and ignores toddler running towards
traffic, man runs and saves them in the last second. Comments
are praising Lady for delaying the kid and blaming the man for
letting the kid go that far.
796 upvotes | June 18, 2020 | by bl00dyVugz | Link | Reddit Link
Shop owner has maxed out dad skills
11,198 points•253 comments•submitted 1 year ago by dazzlingwatermelon to r/DadReflexes
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Nice one
795 upvotes | November 7, 2019 | by themightyJG | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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Woman was caught. Driver was too afraid to press charges. She
still refused to apologize.
794 upvotes | September 26, 2020 | by Internet-Fair | Link | Reddit Link
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Female favoured Indian Judiciary System
793 upvotes | September 23, 2020 | by ThunderEmperor2 | Link | Reddit Link
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Don’t worry about her... She’ll still keep her job.
791 upvotes | January 23, 2019 | by tacticalslacker | Link | Reddit Link
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a stretch (wah wah) of a pussy pass post, but its lame. so
sharing it.
789 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by littledonkeydick | Link | Reddit Link
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Biggest pussy pass ever? This woman did drugs her entire
pregnancy, her son was born unable to BREATHE and died 6
months later, all the while she is doing drugs, robberies, and
treating him like an after thought. She is in ZERO legal
trouble. Worst? Look at the comments:
789 upvotes | April 24, 2019 | by AttackinTheCops | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/fut7uw81c9u21.png
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Reverse the gender roles in your head.. would it be a fine?
786 upvotes | September 30, 2020 | by sassybatman69420 | Link | Reddit Link
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Probably 500 times more women who made false accusations
never confessed afterwards that they lied, ruining innocent
men's lives forever
783 upvotes | May 8, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber Heard BRAGS No One Will Believe Johnny Depp
Because She Is A Woman
782 upvotes | February 7, 2020 | by Ojrsh | Link | Reddit Link
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Can we talk about the blue tax today?
781 upvotes | November 17, 2019 | by SoaringMoon | Link | Reddit Link
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Ex-wife now makes more than NBA player
781 upvotes | August 11, 2021 | by kingribeye | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/dHx1td7
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Judge sentences female lawmaker to 3 months for stealing more
than $500k from a not-for-profit founded to serve the mentally
ill and poor
776 upvotes | February 14, 2020 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
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Finally some good fucking news
772 upvotes | November 10, 2020 | by PedroLP96 | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman MURDERS man by proxy, pays $150 and she's SET
FREE.
771 upvotes | May 20, 2019 | by Vraboxin | Link | Reddit Link
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Of course its buzzfeed
770 upvotes | December 22, 2019 | by DavidWantsToLeave | Link | Reddit Link
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Men are always guilty.
769 upvotes | April 28, 2017 | by TheExplodingKitten | Link | Reddit Link
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Petition: Change the Sexual Offences Act so women can be
charged with rape against males
765 upvotes | March 22, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://j4mb.org.uk/2020/03/20/petition-change-the-sexual-offences-act-so-women-can-be-charged-w
ith-rape-against-males/
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'Boys underperform in schools because we look after their
wellbeing less' - we split boys and girls up in schools talks.... we
tell the girls about self confidence, STEM, body image... we tell
the boys not to be sexist misogynist rapists
763 upvotes | December 11, 2020 | by ignaciocordoba44 | Link | Reddit Link

'Boys underperform in schools because we look after their wellbeing less' - we split boys and girls up
in schools talks.... we tell the girls about self confidence, STEM, body image... we tell the boys not to
be sexist misogynist rapists
4,223 points•171 comments•submitted 8 months ago by mhandanna to r/MensRights
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1% bail amount for killing
763 upvotes | February 3, 2019 | by chortle-guffaw | Link | Reddit Link
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The way media portrays sex-based rape crimes
763 upvotes | July 1, 2022 | by Suchaboy | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "The way media portrays sex-based rape crimes" from /r/mildyinfuriating:

Posted by NateDawgCinema | 1 July 2022 | Link
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Wtf is wrong with people?
760 upvotes | August 1, 2020 | by Big_JR80 | Link | Reddit Link
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Brutal.
760 upvotes | November 18, 2019 | by mozzarella_lavalamp | Link | Reddit Link
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He’s got a point
759 upvotes | June 6, 2020 | by themaniac5575 | Link | Reddit Link
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Bruh
757 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by garvsehgal98 | Link | Reddit Link
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They showed this in the Animaniacs TV series
756 upvotes | November 22, 2020 | by Armedion | Link | Reddit Link
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Sad
753 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by Tokyored_Media | Link | Reddit Link
Share this around
583 points•42 comments•submitted 9 months ago by [deleted] to r/MXRplays
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If a dude did this to a woman he'd be in jail
753 upvotes | February 26, 2020 | by Ourobius | Link | Reddit Link
That poor dude got wrecked
294 points•193 comments•submitted 1 year ago by FunHub-Official to r/funnyvideos
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Cheater Suprised By Both Boyfriends...... Hehe
752 upvotes | January 22, 2021 | by Xxgougaxx | Link | Reddit Link
Cheater Suprised By Both Boyfriends...... Hehe
6,426 points•1,023 comments•submitted 6 months ago by __Temp___ to r/HeheMoment
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Prime pussy pass
749 upvotes | May 4, 2020 | by nacho-chonky | Link | Reddit Link
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This fucking pussypass
749 upvotes | July 31, 2019 | by biggy_sauce | Link | Reddit Link
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After Johnny Depp Was Fired From Fantastic Beasts, Fans
Petition For Amber Heard’s Removal From Aquaman
2...There's currently no indication that Warner Bros. plans on
releasing Amber Heard from her contract playing Mera in the
Aquaman franchise. In fact, it was announced that the 34 yearold actre
747 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | by phishyfingers | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.cinemablend.com/news/2558592/after-johnny-depp-was-fired-from-fantastic-beasts-fans
-petition-for-amber-heards-removal-from-aquaman-2
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Dick pics are leaked and the guy is a pervert. Boob/pussy pics
get out and the girl is a victim.
746 upvotes | September 4, 2014 | by Malik112099 | Link | Reddit Link
This never sat well with me.
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Over a dinner?
744 upvotes | July 31, 2020 | by greyghost6 | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/ngRhwFl
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What the fuck?
744 upvotes | April 28, 2022 | by LolePs | Link | Reddit Link
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Pussy Pass Pro Max
743 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | by SomeWrongdoerFox | Link | Reddit Link
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Not sure if it exactly counts to the letter, but it's sure got the
spirit
738 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by mistermeanmistermean | Link | Reddit Link
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"If I was a woman she'd be in jail": Gay man, 36, who was
sexually assaulted by a drunk woman at a party reveals his
anger as she is given community service.
738 upvotes | October 11, 2017 | by reddeire | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4969144/If-woman-d-jail.html
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Mandi Gray texts her boyfriend "Come drink and then we
have hot sex". Feminist judge attacks the boyfriend for
maintaining that he is innocent and presenting evidences that
contradict Mandi. Feminist judge sentences him without any
evidence, then proceeds to recite a poem and rants about
feminism
737 upvotes | July 27, 2016 | by bigeyedbunny | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/york-sex-assault-guilty-1.3689325
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Woman and unrelated man kills then beheads her 8 month old
daughter. He will die by headshot, she got 25 years but “only
men can face capital punishment in Belarus”... WHY!? because
poooosey. father and their other children come home to find
beheaded child’s head in a pool of blood..
736 upvotes | February 3, 2020 | by alpha_28 | Link | Reddit Link
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Only 1800s kids will understand
736 upvotes | August 2, 2020 | by Yonnny12 | Link | Reddit Link
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Anon's GF got a free pass out
736 upvotes | May 9, 2021 | by shauryadevil | Link | Reddit Link
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*rape
735 upvotes | December 3, 2020 | by mark12908 | Link | Reddit Link
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this is stupid
735 upvotes | June 23, 2019 | by Buffet_Person | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/fbiidep3x1631.jpg
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Yea Plus size women, overweight men
734 upvotes | January 18, 2021 | by Sil3ntOppai | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine looking through someone fucking phone without
permission
733 upvotes | February 4, 2021 | by rihan-kabir | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/gallery/lckwk5
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Real life Pussypass heartbreaking Statistics
731 upvotes | December 29, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Teachers mark girls higher for IDENTICAL work to boys
(OECD study). Furthermore, a boy will receive 1/3 higher
grade in reading tests if the techer does not know he is a boy
(OECD) From kday 1 of early yers education they also grade
boys lower despite them objectively getting higher test scores
729 upvotes | December 20, 2020 | by mhandanna | Link | Reddit Link
Teachers mark girls higher for IDENTICAL work to boys (OECD study). Furthermore, a boy will
receive 1/3 higher grade in reading tests if the techer does not know he is a boy (OECD) From kday 1
of early yers education they also grade boys lower despite them objectively getting higher test scores
3,247 points•216 comments•submitted 7 months ago * by mhandanna to r/MensRights
2

5& 6 more

Feel free to make your own threads, reword etc.
Previous submission got deleted by mod eventually so reposting here... still check it out as many
excellent comments from men and women about their experience of this bias... many pointed out
very obvious misandric comments from their teachers, some teachers even commented about their
biases:
https://www.reddit.com/r/UnpopularFacts/comments/ght5dj/teachers_mark_girls_higher_for_identica
l_work_to/
This is an unpopular fact as it widely held in society that women and girls are discriminated against
in education and in work, indeed in everything in life.
Note; below is general statement, countless awesome teachers but....
Education is an example of institutional sexism. Now this data should to even feminist not be
surprising... after all they call male majority and even female majority places as rife with
sexism and "male norms" i.e. women have to act like men... is it any surprise then in teaching
where 98% of early educators are female, 90% primary school teachers are female and these
teachers have often studied gender studies type radical subjects at uni, and all HR and admin is
female, that there is "female norms" being applied in education..... that the default child is a
girl according to teachers? As the following data shows e.g. female teachers punishing boys for
entirely normal behaviour that they dont understand; marking girls higher for IDENTICAL
work, and giving higher predicted grades (despite boys objectively getting higher real life
assesments) as they prefer girl students as model students and can relate to girl students
better.... it is no wonder that schools are reducing play times, even removing physical education
completely and replacing it with in class movement.... i.e. an entirely anti boy environment.... if
40% of boys are being drugged with aderal in some schools, do you think 40% of boys are
unwell or maybe its the teachers who are shit and the system they made?
www.TheRedArchive.com
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______________________
Over then entire OECD countries globally, a large scale study showed that girls were given higher
marks for IDENTICAL work to boys. OECD also showed that a boy receives 1/3 higher grade if the
teacher does not know he is a boy. Interestingly this gender gap goes away when it is a male teacher
doing the marking.
https://www.tes.com/news/teacher-stereotyping-means-higher-marks-girls-says-oecd

_____________
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/eliminating-feminist-teacher-bias-erases-boys-falling-grades-stud
y-finds
Cornwell found that boys in all racial categories are not being “commensurately graded by their
teachers” in any subject “as their test scores would predict.”
The answer lies in the way teachers, who are statistically mostly women, evaluate students without
reference to objective test scores. Boys are regularly graded well below their actual academic
performance.
Boys are falling significantly behind in grades, “despite performing as least as well as girls on math
tests, and significantly better on science tests.”
After fifth grade, he found, student assessment becomes a matter of “a teacher’s subjective
assessment of the student’s performance”, and is further removed from the guidance of objective test
results. Teachers, he says, tend to assess students on non-cognitive, “socio-emotional skills.” This
has had a significant impact on boys’ later achievement because, while objective test scores are
important, it is teacher-assigned grades that determine a child’s future with class placement, high
school graduation and college admissibility.
Eliminating the factor of “non-cognitive skills…almost eliminates the estimated gender gap in
reading grades”, Cornwell found. He said he found it “surprising” that although boys out-perform
girls on math and science test scores, girls out-perform boys on teacher-assigned grades.
The report also found that:
At primary level 85% of teachers are female. This has remained roughly the same since 2003.
At secondary level the percentage of male teachers has fallen steadily at first and later
precipitously from 40% in 2003 to 31.7% in 2012.
It has been shown that boys and girls do better in reading when they have a same sex teacher.
Just one year with a male teacher reduced the reading gap by 1/3 for 13 year old boys. It has als
been shown:
____________________________________________________________________
Source: Zayas, V., & Jampol, L. (2020, March 5). Gendered white lies: Women are given inflated
performance feedback compared to men. https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/yq24b
In another study in the work place researchers asked supervisors to grade two poorly written essays
and to provide feedback directly to each writer over chat, so that the writer could improve. At this
point, the writers' names (Andrew or Sarah) were revealed, revealing that one was a man, the other a
woman. Participants submitted a grade to each writer, as well as substantive comments to improve
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their essays.
Participants were more likely to tell white lies to the woman writer, inflating Sarah's grades nearly
a full letter grade higher than from their initial private evaluation. They also gave her more
positive comments than they gave Andrew. In contrast, the man's in-person feedback was
statistically indistinguishable from the participants' undisclosed evaluations of his work.
Please note: When this study was reported, it was reported as being discrimination towards women
as their performance was being upgraded and they weret being given correct feedback, rather than the
more obvious statement, that men are being disrimnated against and women work is being marked
up.
______________________________________

Boys 'being held back by women teachers' as gender stereotypes are reinforced in the classroom
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1307856/Boys-held-women-teachers-gender-stereotypes-re
inforced-classroom.html
Christian Hoff Sommers explains how boys are being punished for normal behaviours:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFpYj0E-yb4
Do Schools discrimiante against boys: Dr. Jim Dueck, author, former Assistant Deputy Minister of
Education for the province of Alberta, and former head of Accountability and Student Assessment,
performed a revealing analysis on current practices in student assessment. The results were not only
remarkable but very disturbing, exposing what might well be an institutional suppression of the
performance of male students.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qloY4OJxBoQ

Related, despite a widely held view to the contrary, in a large scale national study, women are
favoured 2:1 over IDENTICAL or even slightly more qualified men in STEM applicationss but
gender BLIND helps men significantly, and the latter is now becoming less commonly applied as a
result.
https://www.pnas.org/content/112/17/5360
This could go to explain why many prominent claims of discrimination have failed as there is a
perceived bias but on investigation, this is proved false e.g. US womens football team equal pay
claim led to the judge saying the women were paid more than men, or women suing Google only for
Googles results to show they were paying mens less.

Funding:
Females given $6 billion per year more in grants by government for education despite being the
overwhelming majoirty in university
https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=13620&fbclid=IwAR1zxexkrfKy5VeGcW0IC-hUy6mgUMQS4
F8di_Eyk3ZDt2jhMVgtTcX6WcA
There are also 11 female only scholarships per 1 male one, with some universities have 100 female
only scholarships and none for men, again despite men being a minority in university, and in alsmost
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all courses (even in STEM technically men are a minority, its only a few specfic subjects e.g. physics,
computer science that men are a majority while women are a majority in Medicine, Biology, Nursing,
Psychology, Veteniary Medicine etc)

At home (similar ins school):
Boys are more likely to receive corporal punishment from their parents then girls (source). They are
also, in general, more likely to recieve severe verbal and physical punishment from both mothers and
fathers (source). Some studies indicate the difference is less pronounced at the home and may be nonsignificant in the first years of infancy (source), but the difference is still present in the same direction
as it is in schools for most of adolescence.
Can something be done? Of course:
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/sept06/vol64/num01/Teaching-to-the-Minds
-of-Boys.aspx
This school took a boy friendly approach. What was applied is explaied in detail. Boys performance
rocketed, gender gap went and girls performance went up nearly as much too. Current system is
bad for everyone but it just s happens it massively favours girls. I think it will get worse bad
sterotypes about boys and now literally every other story about manspreading, mansplaining, toxic
masculinty, menaretrash (real hashtag on twitter) all will not help. There is no political will... in the
UK the head of uni admissions even said she thinks its a scandal no one is doing anything about
plumetting uni levels for boys and if any other group it would be an outrage.... Uni of Arizona has
160 female only scholarships and 2 male ones despite women outnumbering men in almost every
single degree... in the very few that they dont in STEM (not even all stem, for example more female
medics, biology, vets) they are actively recruiting girls but doing nothing for boys
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/11/05/real-reasons-girls-outperforming-boys-school/

Telegraph article on number of men in teaching, and techers openly admitting to sexism in favour of
girls:
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/thinking-man/11668169/Why-arent-we-doing-more-to-encouragemen-to-be-primary-school-teachers.html
I do know from my own direct experience that many young women of the 1960s and 1970s went into
teaching inspired by a feminist mission to raise the self-esteem and the social position of girls. I could
name at least half a dozen women teachers I knew personally in the later decades of the last century
who were proud to say that they favoured girls in class to make up for the oppression of women in
the past. The moral dubiety – and outright sexist prejudice - of inflicting second-class treatment on
little boys who could bear no personal responsibility for those alleged (and profoundly questionable)
historical crimes never seemed to trouble those apostles of equality. Men are hardly likely to become
primary school teachers because they feel they owe a duty to their sex
By the same token, I can name a similar number of feminist commentators in the media/political
establishment who celebrated the rise of educational attainments for girls in school as evidence that
females are, by birth and nature, superior to males. As girls overtook boys in grades and exam results
at all levels throughout the education system, those sisters were cock-a-hoop at their gender’s triumph
– never acknowledging that the advantage of one sex must have been bought at the expense of the
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other. Not one Secretary of State for Education in the last 40 years has expressed concern that the
gender divide in academic achievement reflected a worrying ethos in schools that imposed
disadvantage and inequality on boys. They wouldn’t dare.
Along with the politicians, men, as a whole, simply gave in to this feminist-driven growth of
inequality with the bovine supinity which has characterised their outlook for the last half century.
Have you ever met a man who was fretting anxiously that his own son/s were being unfairly treated
at school?
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Woman on twitter laugh about rape
729 upvotes | May 8, 2015 | by bluestillidie00 | Link | Reddit Link
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Women create lives so they are allowed to rape
728 upvotes | November 22, 2018 | by The-mad-Titan-Thanos | Link | Reddit Link
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Lorena attempted to murder her husband, cuts off his genitals,
she's somehow still the "victim". This is how fucked up our
society is
727 upvotes | February 18, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Oh my God, What is wrong with you?!?
727 upvotes | February 21, 2021 | by Reus_Irae | Link | Reddit Link
Woman Spits On Asian Man And Regrets It
3,276 points•1,130 comments•submitted 6 months ago by buoninachos to r/HoldMySpittingTube
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Woman convinces 20 boyfriends to buy her 20 iPhone 7s, then
sells them all to buy a home. Applauded as a hero, article has
no critical remarks about her manipulative scheming behavior
722 upvotes | October 31, 2016 | by selux | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.complex.com/life/2016/10/20-boyfriends-20-iphones-buys-house?utm_campaign=compl
exmag&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social
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My GF after killing me - WE WERE IN A ToXiC
RELATIONSHIP
717 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by CultistHeadpiece | Link | Reddit Link
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uhoh, someone got nae naed
715 upvotes | October 15, 2020 | by Alexasha05 | Link | Reddit Link
man power
17,062 points•911 comments•submitted 9 months ago by jumpmanjack to

r/fightporn33
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Found this in my school diary (Singaporean school if u wanna
look the laws up)
715 upvotes | September 9, 2020 | by GasPoweredCalculator | Link | Reddit Link
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And she was right.
713 upvotes | February 6, 2020 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
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Hashtags show exactly how social media giants recommend and
encourage hate speech as long as it's done by women against
men
712 upvotes | July 14, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Avoid Men, follow Women..!
712 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by meat-beater_ | Link | Reddit Link
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Influencer leaves restaurant bad review for not getting free
food or drinks after telling manager it was some of the best
she’s ever had
711 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | by Drewsef916 | Link | Reddit Link
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Push for 'Amanda's Law': Family of twin babies bashed so
badly by their mother that one of them died say the 'archaic
and sexist' system that kept her out of prison MUST be fixed
710 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8329927/Victoria-change-infanticide-laws-say-family-mu
m-bashed-twins.html
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OP seeks advice on cheating art school gf that makes him wear
condoms WHILE HER SIDECOCK GETS TO RAW HER,
proceeds to get absolutely obliterated in the comment section,
this is insanity. He stayed with her
708 upvotes | March 9, 2020 | by CUCKOLDERofModernBFs | Link | Reddit Link
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[Humor] The naked truth in a nutshell
707 upvotes | November 13, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Just another feminist being a lying hypocrite. In other news,
today is a day ending in y.
706 upvotes | April 14, 2021 | by Drewsef916 | Link | Reddit Link
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Dude’s just trying to sit down. You can clearly see he has no leg
room.
706 upvotes | June 25, 2020 | by lifelessno1 | Link | Reddit Link
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I guess I am worst than a man who rapes by her analogy
705 upvotes | January 12, 2020 | by itaielidan | Link | Reddit Link
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Ah yes..intolerable shame can get you off jail
704 upvotes | July 26, 2021 | by aliasif87 | Link | Reddit Link
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Even though it got denied it’s still a pass In my opinion because
she didn’t get life when any male that would have done
probably would have
697 upvotes | June 5, 2020 | by stone100100baseball | Link | Reddit Link
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The cheerleader that was taped beating up her boyfriend and
lying to the police that he assaulted her? all of her charges were
dismissed by the city attorney.
695 upvotes | April 25, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
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"Why don't more men open up and express their feelings?"
693 upvotes | October 24, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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If a guy had done this, they'd be screaming rape from here to
Timbuktu
692 upvotes | October 24, 2020 | by tr3mbau | Link | Reddit Link
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The language used.
690 upvotes | September 2, 2020 | by dhottawa | Link | Reddit Link
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Guess Who Gets More Attention?
689 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by DevoNorm | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/j66yyakifpd51.jpg
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Isn't the fact that every other "**** bad" is told by someone
brainless but "men bad" is told by someone portrayed to be
fine, illustrate the point exactly? They are ALL bad, but only
one is tolerated by society as a whole.
689 upvotes | February 26, 2021 | by Reus_Irae | Link | Reddit Link
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Not sure if this has been posted yet.
689 upvotes | February 16, 2021 | by NoWasExpected | Link | Reddit Link
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Wow
684 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by rambotop | Link | Reddit Link
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No repercussions
684 upvotes | November 7, 2020 | by quesoburgesa | Link | Reddit Link
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When a female does it, no one cares…
683 upvotes | October 4, 2018 | by brofesor | Link | Reddit Link
Ohhhsss...
8,634 points•2,671 comments•submitted 2 years ago by vovalucky to r/WatchPeopleDieInside
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This has been making its rounds on r/iamatotalpieceofshit but
it always gets deleted regardless of weather or not the
username is censored, anyways some people in the replies are
defending her and when someone points out how dumb this
argument is they just get called “sexist” or “rape apologists”
682 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by maliciouspayload | Link | Reddit Link
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Have sex with a literal 8-year-old. Get 12 months because you
are "embarrassed"
681 upvotes | June 8, 2019 | by noots123123 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/british-mom-jailed-sex-8-year-old-article-1.1726526
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Wtf relly
677 upvotes | April 26, 2020 | by FluffyCheeseStick | Link | Reddit Link
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The hypocrisy of reddit
676 upvotes | January 10, 2021 | by AmJusAskin | Link | Reddit Link
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We’re in a she-cession guys.
674 upvotes | April 29, 2021 | by Looseforbiden | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/rpyxiz9b31w61.jpg
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Haha, so funny. Women.
674 upvotes | January 6, 2020 | by clothes_fall_off | Link | Reddit Link
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Gang of 3 women brutally torture man to death, force him to
eat his own testicle - sentenced to 27 years, 12 years, and 9
years. Wheelchair-bound man who supported them? Life with
minimum of 33 years. [2017]
672 upvotes | March 4, 2019 | by Joe_Rogan_is_bae | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/chilling-cctv-reveals-final-days-10700608
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Make her do 52 years to compensate for both men's lives she
destroyed
671 upvotes | May 10, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Female Mental Health = Get out of jail free card
669 upvotes | June 23, 2021 | by pablitosocool | Link | Reddit Link
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Asking for the pass
669 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by curiousexperiments | Link | Reddit Link
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apparently the girls faced no consequences (comment section of
original post)
667 upvotes | September 3, 2019 | by floppered123 | Link | Reddit Link
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Life Ruined, Thanks to Pussy Pass
666 upvotes | March 19, 2014 | by ThrowAway_Conformity | Link | Reddit Link
I was convicted of assault today, and the presence of pussy pass was nauseatingly rampant during the
entire process.
Long story short, I bumped into a woman during a concert, 100% by accident, and then was literally
attacked by the insane woman. Her drink thrown on me, I was pushed, scratched so hard that it drew
blood, while all I could do was throw my arms up to protect myself. Security detained us and I was
let go, just to receive a warrant in the mail about a month later. The woman and her friend got
together to submit some very purjurious statements that have me as the aggressor, and they were just
defending themselves from my attack.
Fast forward to trial, the jury found me unanimously guilty, strictly based on the girls' word against
mine. Despite security never having seen me physically retaliate to her attack, despite no injuries on
her part, despite having cuts on my arm recorded by police, the prosecution won. Sentencing is set for
next week, and I'm sure that the female judge will lay down the fucking hammer on me just to add
insult to injury.
They got a nice little field trip to the courthouse, and I get derailed from my career, with a nice dose
of suicidal ideation.
I hear so many stories of pussy pass in action, but I never thought that it could happen to me. This is
the worst day of my life, so thank you for letting me vent to a community that very much understands
what just transpired in court.
Perhaps there is a lesson to be learned here that if you are ever faced with any sort of physical
confrontation with a woman, run. Run away as fast as you can. I was unable to due to the very
crowded concert, but I should have made it happen somehow. If/when the woman you're in a
confrontation with decides to passive aggressively ruin your life in court, the jury will not give a fuck
about the circumstances, only that a girl and a guy got into a physical argument, and that the girl
couldn't possibly be in the wrong.
God bless America..
Edit: I will definitely look into the appeal process, good idea. I didn't know that was an option. Even
if it is, I think having a conviction on my background check will make it nearly impossible to get a
job in a medical setting, and I'm in Physical Therapy school, so I'm likely SOL in terms of a career
there..
My lawyer was a public defendant, so I can only guess that I was wasn't exactly a priority of his. I
imagine they usually have huge case loads. I know the importance of having a good lawyer, but I'm
in student loan debt (that I'll probably never be able to pay back now), and couldn't get enough for an
expensive retainer fee.
Double Edit: Thanks for the support and understanding, everybody. Any bit helps. For a bit of
clarification, there were only 6 jurors on the case, 4 women. Deliberation was under an hour. The girl
pressing the charges testified, as well as her friend that wrote the additional witness report. The only
security guard that saw things go down testified that he didn't see me retaliate, but also said that I was
dancing "wildly and aggressively," (maybe so, just some light jumping in place and waving my arms)
so I think by him saying that it may have done as much harm than good. My only witness could
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testify that I was not drunk at the event (the police reported alcohol on breath after having a beer
before the show), and that it was very crowded on the floor. He didn't see the confrontation unfold, so
he was no help there. It was all a very surreal experience. Shame on me for thinking that the truth
would prevail in this situation. As a regular of r/pussypass, I should have known this outcome was a
distinct possibility.
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Not sure if anyone ever brought this up,but this is a literal rule
on r/ female dating strategy. It's not sexist though.
666 upvotes | October 31, 2020 | by TheRikari | Link | Reddit Link
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Bahraini women destroyed buddha statue while screaming
"this is an islamic state"
664 upvotes | August 16, 2020 | by OkLetterhead9 | Link | Reddit Link
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Because pussy duhhh.
662 upvotes | June 13, 2019 | by Dwayne_Watney | Link | Reddit Link
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Suspended sentence
662 upvotes | December 24, 2021 | by goingsouthpow | Link | Reddit Link
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“Pelletier was arrested on a charge of attempted first-degree
murder. But the charge was *downgraded* to aggravated
battery with a deadly weapon. She was set for a $3000 bond.”
661 upvotes | July 3, 2019 | by iamrivensky | Link | Reddit Link
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ugh, that glamorous part always gets THE SYSTEM, HARD
659 upvotes | March 2, 2021 | by putree | Link | Reddit Link
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Has sex with child; says she is real victim; faces no charges;
wants to set up OnlyFans
658 upvotes | December 7, 2020 | by mhandanna | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine if the roles were reversed. Also the amount of white
Knighting for an animal abuser...
657 upvotes | October 10, 2020 | by RogerNigel92 | Link | Reddit Link
Deranged (possibly possessed) woman harasses a guy and then throws a puppy at him
50,392 points•5,908 comments•submitted 10 months ago by [deleted] to r/PublicFreakout
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Hmm
657 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | by roy14278 | Link | Reddit Link
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Abuse the police because your mad ♂️
657 upvotes | February 21, 2020 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
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I’m a military wife, I need free shit...
657 upvotes | January 3, 2020 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
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Top comment ain’t wrong tho
654 upvotes | February 5, 2020 | by The-Real-Ivivik | Link | Reddit Link
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Apparently guys aren't allowed to leave dates if they aren't
enjoying it or for any reason. But it's acceptable for women to
do the same thing judging by the comment section, those same
women went and harrassed the guy on instagram
654 upvotes | August 7, 2020 | by BryantRodriguez | Link | Reddit Link
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Cop sexually assaulted by his sergeant, who forcibly shoved her
panties into his mouth, is mocked and shamed at his precinct to
where he can't do his job. The female perpetrator was not
punished
654 upvotes | November 27, 2018 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://nypost.com/2018/11/03/cop-in-panties-munching-case-speaks-out-my-career-is-over/amp/
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NZ woman gets the biggest knife from her kitchen, turns her
sleeping husband on his stomach, and plunges the knife directly
into his heart, killing him. "She was only trying to shake him
out of his depression, she had no intention to kill him" Verdict:
Not Guilty of Murder
651 upvotes | June 14, 2014 | by librtee_com | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11201442
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Does this work here?
649 upvotes | September 14, 2019 | by Chubalicous | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/2r8sqqxaanm31.jpg
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Follow-up on the post about Sophie, the 9 year old girl who was
sexually abused by her mother, and of who the mother got full
custody.
648 upvotes | September 6, 2020 | by dries125 | Link | Reddit Link
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This is a horrible story but the results of the custody battle
were expected. u/TC1827 [started a petition for the
impeachment of rhe judge](http://chng.it/9hm4FRZRxd)
647 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by AlphaWolf1138 | Link | Reddit Link
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Will she be punished for making a fraudulent false accusation
leading to probably some innocent wrongly identified man
getting his life destroyed because she lied about his skin colour?
646 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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At this point feminists are literally practising hate speech
642 upvotes | December 18, 2019 | by Skillex99 | Link | Reddit Link
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Flip the genders and I think we all agree what would happen
642 upvotes | August 19, 2019 | by lonewolfhistory | Link | Reddit Link
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>>Ruin life of 15 people. >>Get sentenced for only 10 years.
641 upvotes | March 30, 2019 | by -Top5- | Link | Reddit Link
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We made it into Vice's list of most toxic and whiny subreddits
640 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by idanyo10 | Link | Reddit Link
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Another book that dehumanize, stigmatize and vilify men and
masculinity from an elected official of the greens ! now repeat
after me "feminism is about equality not hating men" ...
640 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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This doesn’t really fit but I didn’t have anywhere else to put it
and I though it should be seen cause like why not
638 upvotes | June 17, 2020 | by platypusbutnot | Link | Reddit Link
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Because men don’t live under enough stress to plead their own
innocence
♂️
638 upvotes | September 11, 2019 | by dustindlb | Link | Reddit Link
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Bot of them are shit people and what they did ant be excused
but like holy hell. "she had to make a living" STFU with your
double ass standards.
637 upvotes | July 3, 2022 | by MohammadThrash | Link | Reddit Link
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She egged it on he suffered
635 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by Need4sleep9 | Link | Reddit Link
https://v.redd.it/630bsv2pxpp41
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U.K. Court Rules Against Johnny Depp in Libel Action
635 upvotes | November 2, 2020 | by foolkiller | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-02/uk-court-rules-against-johnny-depp-in-libel-a
ction
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Yikes
633 upvotes | April 22, 2019 | by Nrm224 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/tb59r1h1jst21.jpg
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Woman kills her two kids after splitting with husband. Will not
be tried for murder.
632 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by ElectronicChocolate2 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7127475/Mother-killed-toddler-twins-NOT-face-murder-tri
al.html
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Pussy Pass officially announced by UK legal system. "Women
will only be jailed for serious crimes, Justice Secretary reveals"
631 upvotes | July 4, 2018 | by JohnPerera | Link | Reddit Link
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"I slept with a kid but it's totally my ex's fault, don't send me to
jail"
630 upvotes | June 19, 2021 | by Limeila | Link | Reddit Link
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Man refuses to give up train seat to women because they never
do the same for him
628 upvotes | October 21, 2020 | by AntiFeminismAU | Link | Reddit Link
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That's how equality works
628 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by Unican_ | Link | Reddit Link
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Canada: Ontario Premier under fire for “sexist” comment.
Thoughts?
627 upvotes | February 19, 2021 | by ArmanJimmyJab | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/ief9iphclci61.jpg
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Women are DEFINITELY Disadvantaged in STEM Fields...
625 upvotes | April 23, 2018 | by parrot15 | Link | Reddit Link
My team and I went to a hackathon two days ago called "EarthxHack". We, along with every other
honest team, spent the last 24 hours without sleep programming our application in the hope of
winning or at least placing in the top 3 at the hackathon. It turned out that the team who won was an
all-girls team. Their idea, frankly, was very lacking compared to any other idea.
On top of this, they did not program anything whatsoever. Rather, they made a bare-bones
powerpoint presentation that presented their “idea”. Their “code” that they were talking about in the
submission was merely another individual’s project that was copied off of GitHub. They didn’t take
any effort to make this copy of the code believable. They didn’t change up the code at all, and they
didn’t even try to change the name of the author. They straight up just forked the GitHub repository
and called it their own. They blatantly disregarded the rules of the hackathon, yet the judges gave no
effort to verify that the rules were followed and just gave the all-girls team 1st place along with
$3,000 because, surprise, they were girls… “females in STEM” I guess.
So much for gender equality.
Submission: https://devpost.com/software/roammate-u2bjq0
“Their code” (Notice how the last edit on even the latest file was from 9 days ago, which an entire
week before this hackathon was held.): https://github.com/maymay3791/Uber_android_app_clone
Devpost Forum: https://earthxhack18.devpost.com/forum_topics
Screenshots just in case the links get taken down lol:
Submission: https://imgur.com/t7zOHRQ
“Their code”: https://imgur.com/zB56fkv
Rules of the Hackathon (Notice rule 3, “You must create everything at the event”. The girls didn’t
even create anything in the first place.): https://imgur.com/CWk8PdL
The discussion forum that was talking about this was deleted by admins: https://imgur.com/4N8sJOC
UPDATE: The person who started the discussion forum for this at Devpost was blocked from the
hackathon by the admins.
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You know dam well she got away with that shit
624 upvotes | November 28, 2020 | by depressed_tortillo | Link | Reddit Link
This sex assault on police
18,456 points•849 comments•submitted 8 months ago by -Tigger alcohol helps to r/Cringetopia
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Another one, this time on Maury. This girl raped this man and
claims he’s the father, turns out he wasn’t. What’s worse is the
whole audience of women are cheering for her! Very sad
624 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by jonthed0n | Link | Reddit Link
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KAREN absolutely LOSES it on guy who stepped in her way.
623 upvotes | July 31, 2020 | by mhandanna | Link | Reddit Link
Lady absolutely LOSES it on guy who stepped in her way.
48,475 points•2,890 comments•submitted 1 year ago by the_saas_guy to r/PublicFreakout
2

2
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Accused 15 men of rape when clearly, they wouldn’t touch her
with a 10 foot pole.
622 upvotes | June 10, 2022 | by pigmejkakw | Link | Reddit Link
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REDDIT : How dare you call women asshole ?
621 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | by SagenTheGOd | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/b5xe0q2swuu61.jpg
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Beat a paralyzed man to death in his wheelchair, acquitted in
30 minutes
620 upvotes | April 2, 2019 | by baycityvince | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman gets 6.5 million in divorce despite paternity testing
revealing that all 3 children were not the husband's
619 upvotes | July 13, 2021 | by liboxa | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.familylawexpress.com.au/family-law-news/familylawcourts/precedent/dad-wins-500k-aft
er-wife-lied-about-paternity-of-their-3-children/3790/
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Imagine the genders would be swapped...
619 upvotes | March 3, 2020 | by vuk_64 | Link | Reddit Link
My girlfriend’s friends gave me a bath when I was drunk. I’m disgusted and embarrassed
8,347 points•2,086 comments•submitted 1 year ago * by ThrowRAiamnothappy to
r/relationship_advice
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[removed]
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618 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | by Beccyn88 | Link | Reddit Link
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She then went on loving her life with no charges.
616 upvotes | October 6, 2020 | by ADumbassWithInternet | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/1dezv8dfnjr51.jpg
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Pussy pass is never denied in school
616 upvotes | May 31, 2020 | by bigheadkendrick | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine the outrage if genders were reversed. Sadly, female on
male violence is commonplace
615 upvotes | July 18, 2017 | by lifegasm | Link | Reddit Link
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When you confess to raping, drugging & stealing from multiple
men but you live in an evil patriarchy where women are
oppressed
613 upvotes | May 17, 2019 | by louisflipperboy | Link | Reddit Link
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Helped rape and murder teenagers and is currently free
613 upvotes | January 5, 2021 | by quesoburgesa | Link | Reddit Link
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"FDS(female dating strategy) has ruined my life" finally a
confession. But still don't want to abandon this crazy ideology.
613 upvotes | December 26, 2020 | by unamins | Link | Reddit Link
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She is despicable af
612 upvotes | September 5, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Reddit whiteknight furiously defends female rapist who
drugged and raped boy child
612 upvotes | April 14, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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She Forced Her Daughter To Accuse Her Ex-Husband Of
Sexual Assault. Now She’s in Jail.... not for false accusations,
but for breaching the no contact order and failing to pay child
support. No punishment for making daughter falsely accuse
dad.
610 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by phishyfingers | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailywire.com/news/she-forced-her-daughter-to-accuse-her-ex-husband-of-sexual-assaul
t-now-shes-in-jail
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Oh the “sorry”
610 upvotes | December 1, 2021 | by Moronic-thoughts | Link | Reddit Link
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Brother (19) & sister (22) run drug supply ring to students. He
gets 7 years jail; she gets a suspended sentence. PussyPass
because: "she is suffering from anxiety and has eczema", plus
"she is clever & ambitious and a prison sentence would "blight
her career".
609 upvotes | October 13, 2016 | by Consilio_et_Animis | Link | Reddit Link
http://archive.is/eLthI
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The person turning my comment around is one of my friends
606 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by FluffyCheeseStick | Link | Reddit Link
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Let me just cough everywhere like an ass...
604 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
Woman coughs at a man during argument over coughing etiquette on a Sydney train
32,254 points•883 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Par4d0x9 to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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Abusive pussy pass
603 upvotes | March 19, 2020 | by Gilamonster39 | Link | Reddit Link
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Man charged after his newborn tests positive for amphetamines
and opiates - because he didn't stop his pregnant girlfriend
from doing drugs (no charges against her)
603 upvotes | March 1, 2016 | by whereismysafespace_ | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.ktoe.com/2016/02/29/man-charged-after-his-newborn-tests-positive-for-amphetamines-a
nd-opiates/
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Only a women could possibly do this
602 upvotes | October 23, 2019 | by Ghost--28 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/rhzdl1j4d9u31.png
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602 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by jazzjj5864 | Link | Reddit Link
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Drunk, high woman fatally hits 15 year old boy on a bike, flees
scene, returns in different car to view crime scene, goes to
police next day after fixing car and sobering up, later posts
'hide your children' on Instagram, posing in prison jumpsuit.
Sentenced to home detention and community service.
599 upvotes | December 16, 2018 | by Lieandcomplain | Link | Reddit Link
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Twitter still has not suspended her account. Weird
598 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by kenyanbunt44 | Link | Reddit Link
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Sexist (towards men)Subreddit Blatantly censoring any male
opinions. Wait for it
593 upvotes | October 22, 2019 | by 3Squareheadz | Link | Reddit Link
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Pewdiepie: *makes a satirical joke* gets taken off trending.
Cardi b: *literally assaults men* gets put on trending
591 upvotes | April 18, 2019 | by extremeredditer25 | Link | Reddit Link
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I wonder what would've happened to a man.
591 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by DanteMorello | Link | Reddit Link
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Journalism in 2019 has peaked
590 upvotes | October 31, 2019 | by BerdyGaming | Link | Reddit Link
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"Not enough evidence" despite there being....video evidence.
590 upvotes | September 4, 2019 | by biggy_sauce | Link | Reddit Link
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Excuse me wtf
590 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Woman Who Threw Molotov Cocktail at NYPD Avoids
Murder Charges
590 upvotes | June 3, 2020 | by shinarit | Link | Reddit Link
https://archive.md/WhzRx
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That's 60, not 60%.
590 upvotes | May 23, 2015 | by Melodave86 | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber Heard Champion of Women rights, UN still supports
her considering they are still keeping this video on their FB
page.
589 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | by potatocakesssss | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=344017696146963
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"Mean Girls" accuse classmate of sexual assault. He loses job,
spot on baseball team and is taken from school in shackles.
Then they admit they lied.
589 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by HNutz | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.insideedition.com/mean-girls-falsely-accused-pennsylvania-teen-sexual-assault-family-n
ow-seeks-damages-lawsuit-47762
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Feminazi raises son to withstand abuse from girls without
fighting back and STILL thinks he could be a potential abuser
for simply having a penis. She is PROOF that feminism is
cancer and should be labelled as a hate group.
589 upvotes | August 21, 2019 | by Hapacels | Link | Reddit Link
http://np.reddit.com/r/GenderCritical/comments/co6mxp/comment/ewgwdhw
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Adult woman who raped a 15 year old boy,will have her
charges erased after completing probation.
589 upvotes | July 10, 2021 | by Odd_Competition4484 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/d3hjmbtmoea71.jpg
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People only think drugging people that you enticed with sex
and robbing them is funny when you’re a popular female
rapper. I wonder what would happen if a male did this to a
female?
588 upvotes | October 25, 2019 | by CatJongUn | Link | Reddit Link
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Another excellent community that you will love
588 upvotes | November 16, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Did I miss something?
586 upvotes | October 2, 2019 | by Mar-Duk | Link | Reddit Link
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This restaurant in San Diego has two bathrooms, but no Men's
Room.
584 upvotes | August 13, 2017 | by backslashbrasil | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/eXbeU5K
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It's not rape if it's a girl
583 upvotes | December 5, 2019 | by kindacr1nge | Link | Reddit Link
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Pension pass
582 upvotes | July 4, 2021 | by o-salicylaldehyde | Link | Reddit Link
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Two teenage girls record themselves pinning down a boy and
stripping him naked. Police consider it a "prank".
580 upvotes | January 10, 2015 | by Falc0n7 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdxu23EG-a4
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I’m sure this has been here before
578 upvotes | November 18, 2019 | by LostTesticle | Link | Reddit Link
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Young teens have consensual sex, boy designated a sex
offender. Girl not charged.
578 upvotes | April 28, 2017 | by TheExplodingKitten | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2015/02/12/kentucky-court-weighs-case-8th-grader-prosecuted-after-ha
ving-sex-with-7th.html?intcmp=ob_article_footer_text&intcmp=obinsite
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Girls strip 11 year old boy naked and post it on YouTube.
Police call it prank until news gets involved. The boy's mother
even mentions how big the outrage would be if genders were
reversed, but says she doesn't want to ruin girls futures. [XPost Men Rights]
577 upvotes | May 9, 2017 | by Catchdown | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/MensRights/comments/6a6ikb/girls_strip_11_year_old_boy_naked_and_po
st_it_on/?sort=top
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Proof that the pass exists.
577 upvotes | October 9, 2019 | by Ericfyre | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/d6lpu7htcjr31.jpg
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Young teens have consensual sex, boy designated a sex
offender. Girl not charged.
576 upvotes | February 14, 2015 | by TrollingThunder | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2015/02/12/kentucky-court-weighs-case-8th-grader-prosecuted-after-ha
ving-sex-with-7th/?intcmp=ob_article_footer_text&intcmp=obinsite
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Transgender woman spared jail when she pushed a policeman
onto Tube tracks is sent to prison for 12 weeks after spitting at
another officer in drug-fuelled shop rampage
575 upvotes | February 19, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8012265/Transgender-woman-jailed-12-weeks-spitting-offi
cer.html
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Hit a minor? Hit the streets on parole.
575 upvotes | July 18, 2019 | by WillysWanker | Link | Reddit Link
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FB showed me this “memory” post from a few years ago for a
concert in Miami. This is actually legal..
573 upvotes | December 27, 2020 | by dtyler86 | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman, 24, is jailed for six months for spitting at an
emergency worker while claiming to have coronavirus as 30year-old man is given a year behind bars for coughing at two
nurses
571 upvotes | April 11, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8209309/Woman-jailed-six-months-spitting-emergency-wo
rker-claiming-coronavirus.html
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German woman rips open boyfriend's chest with circular saw
& then decapitates him - convicted of manslaughter not murder
571 upvotes | May 22, 2017 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4522928/German-woman-tied-lover-sawed-head-12-years-p
rison.html
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Women of all races get shorter sentences than white men.
570 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | by 4chanfirst | Link | Reddit Link
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Chraged for child endangerement :/
568 upvotes | September 19, 2019 | by krustibat | Link | Reddit Link
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"Don't stick your dick in crazy" apparently means something
entirely different than what I thought.
568 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | by Reus_Irae | Link | Reddit Link
She is right, society pushes us to give “nice guys” a chance even if we are not attracted to them
827 points•116 comments•submitted 5 months ago by Repulsive-Ad1092FDS Newbie to
r/FemaleDatingStrategy
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“Did you do it” “lmao yeah” “she probably didn’t mean it tho”
566 upvotes | December 21, 2019 | by DavidWantsToLeave | Link | Reddit Link
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And not a drop spilled.
566 upvotes | September 19, 2019 | by mcbledsoe | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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This is just sad
566 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by mydogisbestdog-_- | Link | Reddit Link
Crazy girlfriend doesn’t get enough love!!!
4,515 points•559 comments•submitted 9 months ago by Fedwardd to r/fightporn
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Males receive, on average, 63% longer sentences than females
for the exact same crime.
565 upvotes | March 14, 2014 | by tehwankingwalruses | Link | Reddit Link
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2144002
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The first time the U.S. considered drafting women — 75 years
ago...The United States came one step closer to making women
eligible for the draft last month when U.S. District Judge Gray
Miller of Texas ruled that an all-male Selective Service
registration is unconstitutional...duh!
564 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by phishyfingers | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/03/21/first-time-us-considered-drafting-women-years
-ago/
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Why did this post get me banned?
563 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by AManWithBinoculars | Link | Reddit Link
Why did this post get me banned?
195 points•42 comments•submitted 7 months ago by [deleted] to r/banned
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Should've arrested the crazy woman instead
563 upvotes | November 23, 2020 | by Grineflip | Link | Reddit Link
Should've arrested the crazy woman instead
3,226 points•510 comments•submitted 8 months ago by buoninachos to r/ActualFreakouts
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If this was a guy there's no way it'd be acceptable: "If she
doesn't suck your dick you shouldn't love her, she should enjoy
it"
563 upvotes | June 13, 2015 | by swim34 | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/qrPoJjm
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Feminist blackmails people to kill her son
560 upvotes | April 17, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Violence Against Women
560 upvotes | April 14, 2019 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
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"Both drinking, only he's in trouble. Who the fuck made this
?"
560 upvotes | October 24, 2016 | by toolazytoregisterlol | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/r/PussyPass/D716ZEw
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I’m beautiful on the inside!
559 upvotes | March 7, 2019 | by wolverine1991 | Link | Reddit Link
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'Wicked' girlfriend, 33, who tried to poison her diabetic
partner using a bluetooth device to pump insulin into his body
as he lay in bed is SPARED jail
558 upvotes | March 9, 2019 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6789479/Wicked-girlfriend-33-tried-poison-diabetic-partne
r-SPARED-jail.html#article-6789479
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One rule for pussy, another rule for the guy.
557 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by sciteacheruk | Link | Reddit Link
Maybe Maybe Maybe
19,933 points•300 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Cats_Rulez to r/maybemaybemaybe
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Women who kills one daughter, and tries to kill the other
daughter still gains contact, yet fathers are denied all contact
just because "he raised his voice at me once. Thats domestic
violence. Im scared"
557 upvotes | May 18, 2020 | by mellainadiba | Link | Reddit Link
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This investment won’t hurt you! Get in before it explodes!
557 upvotes | July 19, 2019 | by reeeren | Link | Reddit Link
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Girl makes up abuse story. Guy was so smart to start
recording. #JusticeforJohnny
556 upvotes | November 13, 2020 | by raiy111 | Link | Reddit Link
Girl makes up abuse story. Guy was so smart to start recording. #JusticeforJohnny
28,149 points•1,304 comments•submitted 8 months ago by Beysiik to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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Modern day feminists in a nutshell
556 upvotes | January 27, 2019 | by JoaBro | Link | Reddit Link
Modern day feminists in a nutshell
12,346 points•276 comments•submitted 2 years ago by [deleted] to r/dankmemes
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We need to get this sub reddit banned r/thefairersex
554 upvotes | May 6, 2019 | by HyLytez | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/6ck49dk66iw21.jpg
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Two Teens Have Sex. Neither Could Legally Consent, But Only
the Boy Gets a Felony Charge.
554 upvotes | March 10, 2015 | by unknownman19 | Link | Reddit Link
http://reason.com/blog/2015/03/10/two-teens-have-sex-neither-could-legally
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Guy got arrested...smh
553 upvotes | January 21, 2021 | by BridgeNumber4 | Link | Reddit Link
Trying to give another BART rider Corona
16,561 points•2,135 comments•submitted 1 year ago by pickleboobooboo
r/ActualPublicFreakouts
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Man receives blowjob while blacked out, gets accused of sexual
assault
552 upvotes | May 2, 2017 | by TheExplodingKitten | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/man-receives-sex-act-while-blacked-out-gets-accused-of-sexua
l-assault/article/2565978
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If the future is female, humanity is doomed
551 upvotes | November 7, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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She nearly got him arrested and instead of anything happening
to her Johnny depp was chaired despite evidence saying he
didn’t do anything
551 upvotes | January 26, 2020 | by graco07 | Link | Reddit Link
Petition to Remove Amber Heard from Aquaman 2 Due to her Lying About Johnny Depp
3,257 points•162 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Zaraxan to r/MensRights
http://chng.it/p4XrVQP4hJ
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Feminist Amy Schumer admits to raping a guy, is praised by
feminists.
551 upvotes | May 28, 2015 | by AmiroZ | Link | Reddit Link
http://thoughtcatalog.com/anonymous/2014/05/wait-a-second-did-amy-schumer-rape-a-guy/
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TIL about Brandon Green - 18 years old, tortured, mutilated
beaten and injected with psychedelics over the course of 6 Days.
To this day Krystal Cole has never been charged for this crime
549 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by mstark | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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Hypocrite 101
548 upvotes | October 23, 2021 | by BridgeNumber4 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Hypocrite 101" from /r/ShitCosmoSays:

Posted by __Dawn__Amber__ | 23 October 2021 | Link
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Well... I Guess This Qualifies... but Not for the Right Reasons
546 upvotes | March 28, 2018 | by futzco | Link | Reddit Link
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Mariah Carey sexually harasses staff and the news only talks
about her weight loss surgery. Almost like there is no equality
for sexual harassment victims.....it's weird.
546 upvotes | November 11, 2017 | by theonlybluecow | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/2017/11/09/mariah-careys-ex-security-guard-claims-singer-s
exually-harassed-him.html
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Give credit where credit is due I say...
545 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | by dukunt | Link | Reddit Link
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Male rape victim (14 at the time) forced to pay child support to
the rapist (20 at the time)
545 upvotes | September 2, 2014 | by nerfAvari | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/news/comments/2f9ej9/statutory_rape_victim_forced_to_pay_child_support
/
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Was this guy in the right or the wrong?
545 upvotes | May 30, 2020 | by Iam-KD | Link | Reddit Link
Was this guy in the right or the wrong?
10,034 points•898 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/fightporn
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Video of a woman slashing a man's throat at Taco Bell for
telling her to speak respectfully to employees. Sentenced to just
7 years for attempted murder.
545 upvotes | February 13, 2020 | by FakeChowNumNum1 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTCbLn09xgo&feature=youtu.be
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And his nightmare is still not over yet
544 upvotes | February 20, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link
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Pretty sure of it was a man, police would get involved
543 upvotes | May 28, 2019 | by lolicon2046 | Link | Reddit Link
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UK government increases women's pension age to match men's
- Women sue for "discrimination"
543 upvotes | October 3, 2019 | by 44MHz | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-49907727
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Because screw men, i guess.
542 upvotes | August 14, 2021 | by SamEyzz47 | Link | Reddit Link
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Last time I checked that's not what rape is
541 upvotes | July 7, 2019 | by biriyani_fan_boy | Link | Reddit Link
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A man would have probably got shot or sent to the nut house
for making women feel uncomfortable
541 upvotes | September 29, 2020 | by MassiveMD | Link | Reddit Link
Anti-Trumper going mental over a sign
8,448 points•1,543 comments•submitted 10 months ago by beethy - Netherlands to

r/ActualPublicFreakouts
& 16 more
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Man and woman drug 15-year-old boy. Woman rapes boy as
man watches. Woman gets 3 years, man gets 4 and a half.
540 upvotes | April 30, 2017 | by TheExplodingKitten | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2803590/Totally-perverted-couple-got-15-year-old-babysitte
r-high-meow-meow-forced-having-sex-jailed.html#ixzz3GuTSJlfu
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No comment.
540 upvotes | February 24, 2019 | by littledonkeydick | Link | Reddit Link
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So this Nanny raped a 11 year old over a few years. And she
gets charged with sexual battery. Like it's not even a classed as
paedophilia. Wtf. I suggest u watch the video
540 upvotes | February 2, 2020 | by MunishArora562 | Link | Reddit Link
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Missouri woman who kidnapped her 6-year-old son for five
months and hid him in a nailed-shut attic crawl space amid
custody battle is given probation
540 upvotes | January 10, 2020 | by Dabstronaut | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7873273/Missouri-woman-kept-6-year-old-son-nailed-shut
-attic-given-probation.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ico=taboola_feed
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Fuck i hate this! Why did she only get 35 days!? She literally
lied in court and potentially ruined a innocent mans life...
540 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | by OFBA | Link | Reddit Link
Fake Rape Accusation with a punishment of 35 days. DAYS. DAAAAYS. Pussy Pass Denied but not
so much.
1,953 points•135 comments•submitted 1 year ago by itsmeyash31 to r/pussypassdenied
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Canadian TV: At the end of the day, we just don't know what
went on behind closed doors and you can't all of a sudden
throw all the blame on Amber Heard
539 upvotes | February 9, 2020 | by aerostotle | Link | Reddit Link
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Could you imagine what would happen if a man made this
exact same video talking about "Women are Trash". He would
be crucified and chastised a lot more than what Tomi is getting.
539 upvotes | August 8, 2020 | by Mikhail_Popkov_100 | Link | Reddit Link
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16 yo girl "forces" her younger brother 13, to "have sex with
her". Gets pregnant. Boy put in Juvenile detention, girl
admitted in hospital.
538 upvotes | August 29, 2021 | by Vardhu_007 | Link | Reddit Link
https://mensdayout.com/mumbai-shocker-16-year-old-porn-addict-girl-forces-younger-brother-for-se
x-against-his-consent-now-pregnant/
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Japanese midwife got 4 years for killing 103 infants. That's 14
days jail time per murder.
538 upvotes | June 26, 2019 | by __Some_person__ | Link | Reddit Link
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miyuki_Ishikawa
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was told to post this here
537 upvotes | March 22, 2019 | by Egch | Link | Reddit Link
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This Instagram model celebrating her light criminal sentencing
for throwing a chair off a high rise balcony in downtown
Toronto.
536 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by 53withtrollhair | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman 'tipped a Florida waitress $5,000 on her boyfriend's
credit card because he wouldn't pay for a flight to New York' but felony charge is dropped after he said he doesn't want her
prosecuted.
536 upvotes | September 17, 2019 | by Kavaman2014 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7470811/Felony-charge-dropped-against-woman-tipped-wa
itress-5K-boyfriends-credit-card.html
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Woman in the UK can't commit rape.
535 upvotes | July 25, 2019 | by Yodagost45 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/stories-49057533
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Mentally ill mother of 3 granted restraining order against
loving father who let the LA family court and CPS know he
had urgent concerns that she could harm the children. This
week all 3 kids were found dead by her hands.
534 upvotes | April 15, 2021 | by Drewsef916 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.yahoo.com/news/bitter-custody-battle-3-young-002706459.html
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I thought fraud was punishable
532 upvotes | August 17, 2019 | by dhottawa | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman breaks into a sleeping man's house, strips naked,
wraps her legs around him, and wakes him up by performing
oral sex. He asks her to leave, she refuses, he calls the police
and has her arrested. State prosecutors drop all charges against
her.
532 upvotes | April 29, 2015 | by chocoboat | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/local/crime/article/Texas-woman-who-allegedly-sexually-assaul
ted-6228947.php
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not sure how you just get away with this...
532 upvotes | September 5, 2022 | by enthusiasmunbridled | Link | Reddit Link
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so true
531 upvotes | May 25, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/liCWtnn
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Woman rapes SIX 11-12 year olds. 5 years jail too much, so she
appeals and gets it reduced to 0.
530 upvotes | June 10, 2015 | by babno | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.kidspot.com.au/nsw-woman-jailed-for-sex-offences-against-boys-is-released/
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SMDH
530 upvotes | July 21, 2021 | by benjistone | Link | Reddit Link
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Hmmmm
529 upvotes | July 31, 2019 | by Poseidonram1945 | Link | Reddit Link
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Chemist pleads guilty to deliberately manipulating 34,000 drug
tests for criminal cases, tainting them so they test positive when
clean. Forged signatures. Gets 3-5yrs, asked for 1 because she's
a mom.
528 upvotes | June 18, 2015 | by mordenkainen | Link | Reddit Link
http://badchemistry.wbur.org/
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Rape charges dropped, but university expels male student
anyway
528 upvotes | September 2, 2016 | by Sn00chie_B00chies | Link | Reddit Link
http://nj1015.com/bad-hookup-or-rape-nj-university-expels-student-never-prosecuted-for-sex-assault/
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Police find 64 dead cats in shallow graves, the fridge and
freezer, 43 live cats and a 400lb pig in her home, Sentenced to
200 hours community service
526 upvotes | April 15, 2019 | by watugoat | Link | Reddit Link
http://news.sky.com/story/minnesota-woman-sentenced-after-dozens-of-ill-and-dead-animals-found-a
t-home-11694773
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Repost from r/iamatotalpieceofshit
526 upvotes | February 3, 2020 | by 1FrothyMilkshake | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/zab9qylfrme41.jpg
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Hmmmm
524 upvotes | August 3, 2019 | by Ghost--28 | Link | Reddit Link
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I think twitter is a more widespread femaledatingstrategy
522 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by TOOLDEMZ | Link | Reddit Link
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In 2008 three women were arrested for torturing two boys for 6
months including skinning their limbs and eating it. They're all
out of jail already.
521 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by Barstarzztrucker | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/czechs-jailed-over-child-abuse-linked-to-cult-1.900853
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Why do people think they can be assholes like this???
521 upvotes | December 28, 2019 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
Woman abuses train carriage after being asked to put phone on silent.
28,743 points•1,054 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/PublicFreakout
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Women can’t objectify men
521 upvotes | September 26, 2018 | by beardymouse | Link | Reddit Link
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Thieving Bitch Caught Dead-to-Rights Stealing From Tip Jar.
Outcome? No Police Involvement and Not Charged With Any
Crime! She Should Be Locked Up!
520 upvotes | November 7, 2017 | by Madman644 | Link | Reddit Link
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Now, they are trying to ban men from getting sex robots. How
many women have dildos, vibrators, sex dolls? Because a tiny
percentage of men are rapists, they want to generalize 50% of
the population and criticize our basic bodily rights. 92%
upvotes :(
520 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by AYoungWholesomeBoy | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/belzlb7655461.png
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Feminism is late stage cancer
520 upvotes | March 24, 2022 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman falsely accused man of rape and gets 6 months in jail
519 upvotes | June 5, 2020 | by thedragonball23 | Link | Reddit Link
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Yet another double standard.
519 upvotes | November 3, 2021 | by BridgeNumber4 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "yes, why?" from /r/HolUp:

Posted by PlebSide2 | 3 November 2021 | Link
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Too immature for prison???
518 upvotes | October 18, 2021 | by ThatAquariumKid | Link | Reddit Link
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Now it's illegal to not be raped
518 upvotes | July 21, 2019 | by coolo04 | Link | Reddit Link
Man arrested while trying to avoid sex with girlfriend
13,597 points•1,677 comments•submitted 2 years ago by Jawfrey to r/nottheonion
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Belongs better here
518 upvotes | June 7, 2022 | by Hearthacnut | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "thought this belonged here" from /r/awfuleverything:

Posted by KnowledgeSpecial8516 | 7 June 2022 | Link
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Oxford University is giving students extra time to finish exams
because women are 'adversely affected by time pressure'
517 upvotes | December 26, 2018 | by Kavaman2014 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/02/oxford-university-is-giving-students-extra-time-to-finish-e
xams-because-women-are-adversely-affected-by-time-pressure-c284de31-ab6a-4a26a00e-9d12e0a8f2c4
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Female journalist makes repeated anti-white statements, gets
added to the NY Times Editorial Board anyway
516 upvotes | August 3, 2018 | by PapayaSF | Link | Reddit Link
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Bias against men's issues within the United Nations and the
World Health Organization: A content analysis
516 upvotes | December 1, 2020 | by DeepIsland8373 | Link | Reddit Link
Did you know that:

The UN’s sustainable development goal on ‘gender equality’ is exclusive to females.
The UN observes nine International Days for women’s issues/achievements and one day for
men’s issues/achievements. (Nelson Mandela International Day, 18th July).
The UN celebrates International Women’s Day but not International Men’s Day.
The UN operates 69 Twitter accounts dedicated to women’s issues, culminating in 328,251
tweets since 2008. The UN does not operate a Twitter account for men’s issues.
In the US men live 5 years shorter than women, yet, national offices, such as the Office for
Research on Women’s Health, exist for the discovery and dissemination of knowledge about
women’s health but not there is no Office for Research on Men’s Health.
An analysis of biomedical research articles indexed in the PubMed database revealed the term
‘women’s health’ appeared in the titles or abstracts of 14,501 articles, whereas the term ‘men’s
health’ appeared in the titles or abstracts of 1,555 articles.
The term ‘women’s health’ has appeared in the titles of 51 documents archived in the UN’s
database. The term ‘men’s health’ has never appeared in a document title in the UN’s database.
To know more read this study on the bias against men and boys.
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Drunk army woman sexual assaults male guard and gets let off
with a reprimand simply because she is a woman
514 upvotes | January 20, 2019 | by crazy_angel1 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6610881/Drunk-female-trooper-3am-sex-assault-male-Win
dsor-Castle-guard-let-reprimand.html
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Man brings penis-shaped cookies to 2nd grade classroom to
"inform people about the penis and how to please it". Just
kidding, it's a woman and vaginas so it's funny!
513 upvotes | April 7, 2016 | by eDgEIN708 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.americanews.com/story/society/2016/04/05/these-are-strange-cookies-mom-brought-2ndgrade-class-photo
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Our guy shitpost
512 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by watugoat | Link | Reddit Link
Our guy shitpost
20,970 points•1,291 comments•submitted 2 years ago by [deleted] to r/wallstreetbets
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TIL that male victims of domestic violence who called the
police for help were more likely to be arrested themselves, than
have their female partner arrested [PDF] : todayilearned
512 upvotes | May 25, 2014 | by the-isshun-gaa | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/todayilearned/comments/26evb1/til_that_male_victims_of_domestic_violen
ce_who/
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Why do we even try
511 upvotes | November 4, 2020 | by erasti32 | Link | Reddit Link
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Down with the Matriarchy
510 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by whatdoyoudean | Link | Reddit Link
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She was drunk and on her 4th OWI but the headline makes you
think she just fell asleep.
509 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by ionized_fallout | Link | Reddit Link
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Just imagine if roles were reversed...
506 upvotes | October 2, 2020 | by chiarabobara | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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Girl accuses her father of raping her. After he spends 10 years
in prison, she admits she had made it up. But police will not
prosecute her as 'it may keep others from coming forward."
505 upvotes | July 16, 2021 | by Llamato2 | Link | Reddit Link
Girl accuses her father of raping her. After he spends 10 years in prison, she admits she had made it
up. But police will not prosecute her as 'it may keep others from coming forward."
5,421 points•1,039 comments•submitted 23 days ago by zogins to
r/MensRights2
Yes, right, by allowing this wretched being to ruin a man's life and not even be told off - we are
telling other women that there is nothing to lose in framing a man.
Can you imagine this father, found guilty of raping his 11-year-old daughter, and what life in prison
must have been like for him? Can you imagine, police, social workers, judges, all being taken in by
the lies of a 11-year-old?
This is not an isolated case - if you put in a search engine - father falsely accused of rape - page after
page comes up. And these are the cases that were discovered because they could not be hidden since
the main witness admitted that she had made it all up!
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2124170/Cassandra-Kennedy-Father-freed-decade-jail-dau
ghter-admits-lied-raping-11.html
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If this was a man, they would have locked him up and thrown
away the key
505 upvotes | July 11, 2019 | by Bionicjoker | Link | Reddit Link
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This is a post on r/feminism, notice how the mods removed any
argument against the post
505 upvotes | December 31, 2018 | by Hot_Commie_Man | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman steals $630k from employer and gets only one year.
Expects to be let out early because she's a single mum.
504 upvotes | March 9, 2021 | by Critical_Swing | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.news.com.au/national/victoria/courts-law/natasha-kovacevic-single-mum-who-stole-630
k-from-employer-in-appeal-bid/news-story/651d65aa9bde04749f909da653d79784
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Female teacher Dorii Myers Dodges Prison for Performing
Oral Sex On Teen
504 upvotes | January 23, 2021 | by Virtual-Knight | Link | Reddit Link
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The drunk woman that ended up in our pool. She claimed an
animal spooked her but refused a breathalyzer. The court gave
her 60 days in jail. It was her second DUI.
503 upvotes | October 6, 2019 | by m_gaRz | Link | Reddit Link
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to have equal standards
502 upvotes | April 19, 2020 | by T_Nightingale | Link | Reddit Link
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Humiliated doctor spends almost $500,000 on legal fees over 4
years due to false molestation allegations from a woman whose
identity is still sealed even after confessing to perjury
502 upvotes | August 22, 2021 | by caiyixian | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/doctor-acquitted-molestation-charges-tells-humiliating-painf
ul-experience
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Double standard who
500 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by SaltySeaDawg18 | Link | Reddit Link
Alright Tara Settle Down
13,728 points•173 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/EntitledBitch
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Poor girl, she didn't know what she was doing
500 upvotes | March 13, 2020 | by the_great_potato_ | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/7w0eqhe40fm41.jpg
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Statutory rape victim forced to pay child support
500 upvotes | May 3, 2021 | by althaf7788 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/09/02/statutory-rape-victim-child-support/149539
65/
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She invited two boys playing football in the street in for a drink
and had sex with one of them.
500 upvotes | January 7, 2021 | by ka6emusha | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/6358744/woman-cleared-sex-with-teen-boy-14/
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The entitlement....
499 upvotes | January 4, 2020 | by alphaspath | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman not charged with rape for sexually assaulting a boy
under 12-years-old, after he reported her and medical exams
proved the assault
498 upvotes | February 4, 2019 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/25-year-old-woman-arrested-kerala-allegedly-sexually-abusi
ng-minor-boy-96173
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I thought this was funny
496 upvotes | November 13, 2018 | by Ilone88 | Link | Reddit Link
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Bruh
495 upvotes | June 5, 2019 | by fagaaron | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW/comments/bx4v6d/14_year_old_boy_raped_by_a_woman_now_
has_to_pay/
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"I said we're equal." The guy has zen level control over his
actions.
495 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by Darthai | Link | Reddit Link
"I said we're equal." The guy has zen level control over his actions.
40,604 points•5,817 comments•submitted 1 year ago by baagad_billa to r/PublicFreakout
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Figures this is relevant
493 upvotes | September 28, 2019 | by ImPrettyLazy | Link | Reddit Link
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RCMP had to get rid of 2.5k run, 65 kg bench press, sit ups,
pull ups and push ups to make requirements 'fair', which must
be quite reassuring to those whose life depends on them
493 upvotes | August 5, 2019 | by tucci007 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/rcmp-emergency-response-team-women-1.5233162
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It's the SAME judge who keeps giving these female paedophiles
a slap on the wrist
493 upvotes | August 23, 2016 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
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Sad but true
493 upvotes | September 17, 2018 | by Perceiv | Link | Reddit Link
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I am scared.
491 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | by DarkRevann | Link | Reddit Link
After seeing post after post I am scared that me as a man can get sent in jail or loose a lot of money
because a woman said a lie and everyone immediately thinks she says the truth.
Now a days woman’s are in a position of control believe it or not and it’s scary as a man because now
a days I can’t look at anyone in anyway, I can’t get raped, most people don’t support me emotionally
and if I am being punched and harrased with witnesses all near by they will laugh and ask if the girl is
ok but if I do that I could literally be punched to death.
I am scared of being a man.
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Celebrity Version
491 upvotes | December 8, 2019 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
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New evidences prove that Amber Heard abused Johnny Depp
490 upvotes | April 10, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.geo.tv/latest/230905
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Vice News Being Hypocritical and Sexist
489 upvotes | March 4, 2019 | by johnDAGOAT721 | Link | Reddit Link
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A woman trespassed on a man’s property and got him wrongly
convicted of assault. This is how he responds.
489 upvotes | August 15, 2021 | by JRatMain16 | Link | Reddit Link
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The hard naked truth about "male privilege"
489 upvotes | October 14, 2017 | by sopun | Link | Reddit Link
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Youtuber gets ONE MONTH for stealing over 300k in social
security benefits from her sick mother
487 upvotes | January 18, 2020 | by SomeSqueakyCleanButt | Link | Reddit Link
https://deadstate.org/maga-youtuber-gets-jail-time-for-pocketing-over-300k-of-her-ailing-mothers-so
cial-security-checks/
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The Irony of the title.
487 upvotes | November 16, 2019 | by bigtreetron | Link | Reddit Link
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Do we really want to live in a society where this isn't considered
child abuse? I know this is wrong, you know this is wrong. We
fight for what we know is right.
487 upvotes | April 22, 2017 | by BillNyTheAltRightGoy | Link | Reddit Link
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This is from the 1912, a world that encourage and expect men
to sacrifice their lives for women is not a world of male
privilege and domination over women. the patriarchy is a
conspiracy theory.
486 upvotes | December 4, 2020 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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The truth hurts
485 upvotes | December 9, 2015 | by joeyvllttf | Link | Reddit Link
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Saw this on my FB newsfeed. 100k likes, and fully acceptable.
This shit makes me furious
485 upvotes | August 11, 2014 | by DingoDamp | Link | Reddit Link
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High School girls get away with falsely accusing a boy of sexual
assault, because of "gender-based discrimination"
484 upvotes | October 6, 2018 | by Aireps | Link | Reddit Link
https://torontosun.com/news/world/mean-girls-face-lawsuit-over-false-sex-allegations-against-teen
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This is sick , Women really out here justifying rape
482 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | by Witty_Operation2486 | Link | Reddit Link
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10 YEARS ONLY TEN YEARS FOR FIFTEEN FALSE RAPE
ACCUSATIONS
482 upvotes | March 3, 2021 | by Kamakazeebee | Link | Reddit Link
https://nypost.com/2017/08/25/woman-heading-to-prison-after-falsely-accusing-15-men-of-rape/
"A British woman dubbed an “attention-seeking” liar for falsely accusing 15 men of rape and sexual
assault during four separate encounters was sentenced Thursday to 10 years in prison. "
10 Years for 15 FALSE RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSULT ALLEGATIONS.
" Investigators spent 6,400 hours and at least $320,600 sifting through Beale’s claims and analyzing
pieces of evidence, ultimately to conclude the accusations were fake."
THATS A WASTE OF SIX THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED HOURS AND A WASTE OF
320,600 DOLLARS THAT CAOULD HAVE BEEN USED TO FIND AN ACTUAL CRIMINAL.
" They were first notified about the alleged false accusations in December 2013 when one of Beale’s
former girlfriends said a man, Mahad Cassim, was wrongly imprisoned when Beale said he raped her
in November 2010. A month before, she went to police claiming a group of men had raped her. "
NOT A WEEK OR A MONTH LATER BUT THREE FUCKING YEARS LATER.
" Investigators looked into the four sexual assaults and rape claims and found “common
discrepancies.” Beale was arrested in June 2014. "
SHE WAS ARRESTED EIGHT MONTHS LATER. NOT A MONTH OR A WEEK.
The world is fucked up
Copy and paste from another post https://www.reddit.com/r/antifeminists/comments/lwvukc/10_years_only_ten_years_for_fifteen_fals
e_rape/
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Woman who stole a meercat kitten from the zoo and kept it in
her bedroom cries in court, not sent to jail
481 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by BooooHim | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.9news.com.au/2019/01/16/18/06/perth-news-meercat-kitten-stolen-perth-zoo-court-sente
nce?ocid=Social-9NewsP
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Woman uses stun gun on McDonald's employee for taking too
long, gets released from custody; no charge.
480 upvotes | June 16, 2019 | by BigGuyLittleCoat | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.wsoctv.com/news/trending-now/woman-in-wheelchair-fires-stun-gun-at-mcdonalds-wor
ker-for-being-rude-taking-too-long-police-say/958351502
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Man urges Tinder to add a weight verification setting to stop
bigger women from 'fat fishing'
480 upvotes | April 1, 2019 | by DesmondIsMolested | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-6872275/Man-urges-Tinder-add-weight-verification-settin
g-stop-bigger-women-fat-fishing.html
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Woman is sentenced to 12 months in prison after molesting an
8 year old and is still somehow defended as the victim (X-post
from r/CringeAnarchy)
480 upvotes | June 1, 2017 | by Roxas311 | Link | Reddit Link
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Feminist at a fake "anti-feminst" troll protest inadvertently
proves them right by assaulting them.
480 upvotes | March 22, 2015 | by Cringe_Revolution | Link | Reddit Link
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She falsely accused them after a threesome to keep her
boyfriend. She will be serving jailtime but only 1 year, both of
the players withdrew from the school and one of them said that
the accusations damaged his life.
480 upvotes | August 25, 2018 | by Mattorski1337 | Link | Reddit Link
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Girl--who was 2 months from turning 18--gets pregnant
pregnant by a 12-year-old boy. The boy is the one charged
480 upvotes | November 7, 2016 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
http://english.manoramaonline.com/news/kerala/18-year-old-gives-birth-kochi-12-year-old-impregna
ted.html
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because they ‘didn’t like him’
479 upvotes | December 22, 2020 | by magmaa_ | Link | Reddit Link
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Delhi Police clears girl who created fake Snapchat profile and
started rape talk
479 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | by dvaibhavd | Link | Reddit Link
https://theprint.in/india/delhi-police-clears-girl-who-created-fake-snapchat-profile-and-started-rape-ta
lk/422494/
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The two most powerful passes in the world side by side.
479 upvotes | December 28, 2019 | by Hackars | Link | Reddit Link
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Not carrying their weight. Equality of opportunity vs equality
of results in the military
479 upvotes | December 6, 2015 | by Scientocracy | Link | Reddit Link
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Child killer mother, 41, who beat her son, three, to death after
trip to Nando's then put his body in a suitcase and claimed he
was missing is freed after less than seven years in jail
478 upvotes | April 25, 2021 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9508991/Child-killer-mother-41-beat-son-three-death-freed
.html
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Happy Father’s Day! Would this qualify as Pussy Pass?
478 upvotes | June 17, 2018 | by VoteRepublicanAgain | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/hibh2t9usl411.jpg
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Swipe right if you don't get it
478 upvotes | October 13, 2020 | by CapoKang | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/gallery/ja7ryk
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A gang of female Romanian shoplifters have been spared jail
after stealing more than £6,000 of perfume in a nationwide
four-month crime spree
477 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8883487/Romanian-female-shoplifting-gang-stole-4-000-p
erfume.html#article-8883487
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Woman steals 60,000 dollars from her disabled father. Instead
of giving her 30 years like the jury wants, judge drops it down
to 4 1/2.
477 upvotes | December 11, 2019 | by The_toast_of_Reddit | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.fredericksburg.com/news/crime_courts/woman-who-stole-father-s-money-gets-prison-te
rm-in/article_570c1d9b-29dc-54d5-823eb2562d13af99.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=user-share
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The law seems to be pretty biased here?
476 upvotes | November 23, 2018 | by Laughingboy14 | Link | Reddit Link
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Violence abuse is supposed to be condemned against BOTH
sexes. The "woke" should really try a more inclusionary
approach, be more progressive and stop the outdated principle
of excluding boys and men from every protection and support
476 upvotes | February 2, 2021 | by philippmoreau | Link | Reddit Link
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Caption her thought:
475 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by Draygoes | Link | Reddit Link
Caption her thought:
11,175 points•381 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/trashy
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I have recently created a community called r/ModernSexism -it
specifically focuses on the modern phenomenon of society
shifting towards hating men, and being accepting of that toxic
behavior.
475 upvotes | July 27, 2020 | by Zeggle | Link | Reddit Link
This is an issue I believe needs to be addressed in a more formal manner. If you’re interested please
join.
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Amber heard is now being paid thousands of dollars to give
domestic violence talks, but misandry doesn't exist ?
474 upvotes | December 20, 2020 | by OkLetterhead10 | Link | Reddit Link
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Rape is a HUGE issue there but these men just want to ride the
bus
474 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by Thedog843 | Link | Reddit Link
In India, because of the immense rape rate, first coach of metros is solely dedicated to women. This is
how men are getting punished for riding in the first coach.
1,224 points•169 comments•submitted 2 years ago by gudaya to r/youseeingthisshit
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TIL that a member of the National Guard was accused of
kidnapping and raping a woman. He lost his job, wasn’t
allowed to deploy with his team and began suffering health
issues. The woman later admitted that she lied and the sex was
consensual. She was sentenced to 32 days jail. [x-post /r/TIL]
473 upvotes | May 3, 2015 | by JefemanG | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/crime/colorado-woman-sentenced-lying-police-about-kidna
p-and-rape-never-happened
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Mother who used her BMW to deliberately run over two
teenage boys in revenge for 'knock and run' prank on her her
house and left one of them with a BROKEN LEG is spared jail
473 upvotes | January 16, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7892063/Mother-25-ran-two-teenage-boys-played-knock-r
un-village-home.html
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they are making a movie inspired by Cardie B crimes and
justifying it by blaming rich wall street men who "stole from
everybody"
471 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by skeptical_mofo | Link | Reddit Link
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[PUSSYPASS DENIED] She spit on the man, thinking she will
get away with it. They need to remember that if a man won’t
accept that from another man, he may black out and treat you
like a man.
470 upvotes | May 19, 2019 | by -stinkywinky | Link | Reddit Link
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Legal Pussy Pass for Cheated wives. In France its ILLEGAL to
make a DNA test by father. If you try to make a DNA test
secretly you will face a year in prison and a 15,000 € fine. So
you stay the legal father even if the wife cheated.
469 upvotes | July 17, 2018 | by JohnPerera | Link | Reddit Link
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WNBA PussyPass: "On average (we've lost) over $10 million
every year we've operated," NBA Commissioner Adam Silver
told The Associated Press in October.
469 upvotes | July 26, 2020 | by andalldaytodoit | Link | Reddit Link
https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/38809289
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Two woman who risked public health by escaping quarantine
to party get suspended sentence. A guy who did the same thing
in March spent a month in prison....
468 upvotes | August 20, 2020 | by Long_Flamingo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/wa/party-goers-spared-jail-for-fleeing-wa-hotel-quarantine-ng-e
764e8e04d8e1933fa58718437068e69
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Wow... just wow... How is this in any way equal?
468 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by OFBA | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman murders my good friend after careful planning.
Feminist prosecutor ignores the evidence that the detective
worked hard to gather. She is now free, and RICH.
468 upvotes | March 13, 2015 | by Racin100 | Link | Reddit Link
http://m.heraldtribune.com/fullStory.aspx?feed=http%3A%2F%2Fheraldtribune.s3.amazonaws.com
%2FMobileFeeds%2FtopNews.xml&section=topNews&link=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.heraldtribune.
com%2Farticle%2F20150312%2Farticle%2F150319888
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"I fucked my underage student but I'm the victim"
468 upvotes | August 21, 2021 | by Cookyy2k | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thenigerianvoice.com/news/234018/how-i-was-seduced-by-under-age-student-teacher-te
lls-her-s.html
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34 year old, had sex with 12 year old, served six months.
468 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by Timbered2 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mary-kay-letourneau-teacher-jailed-for-raping-student-ha
s-died-report-says/
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If he pressed charges for sexual harassment I bet she walks free
with the pussy pass
467 upvotes | October 16, 2020 | by AntiFeminismAU | Link | Reddit Link
Female Uber driver is caught sexually harassing male passenger in Australia
104 points•64 comments•submitted 9 months ago by AntiFeminismAU to r/AussieMGTOW
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Just saw this on an ig thot’s page. The comments section is a
goldmine.
467 upvotes | August 25, 2019 | by TheCerealMemist | Link | Reddit Link
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Mother who drowned twins given 10-year sentence (10 years
for killing her toddlers to get back at husband. WHAT THE
FUCK!!!)
463 upvotes | August 16, 2019 | by Rand_alThor_ | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-kent-49370253
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Evil mum who let teen son starve to death freed for Xmas after
just two years
463 upvotes | December 21, 2020 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/13530933/jordan-burling-evil-mum-freed/
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I hate seeing this shit. She must make those around her
miserable.
463 upvotes | February 9, 2015 | by Rhodechill | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman, 38, pleaded guilty to the second-degree rape of a
person younger than 15. Under the terms of a plea deal, Young
will serve a six-month prison sentence on weekends, from 6
p.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Monday [pussypass]
463 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thedailystar.com/news/local_news/woman-admits-rape-of-minor/article_84882148-573c
-58d2-929c-033251ead40b.html
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This but unironically
462 upvotes | February 15, 2021 | by JustAZoomer | Link | Reddit Link

https://preview.redd.it/eyl6sksyaph61.png?width=960&format=png&auto=webp&s=5ee6aa7c69033b
c3a35e31177ae9b1507a3f4198
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Equality in the Military
462 upvotes | September 22, 2016 | by Frankly_George | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.sli.mg/IiuIz1.jpg
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Woman Steals £1.2 Million Over 16 Years - No Jail Time - Pass
Granted
461 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by rantinger111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8013561/Secretary-stole-nearly-1-2m-property-tycoon-boss
es-used-splash-out.html
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Drunk Woman flags down on-duty ambulance, pulls out a
clump of one paramedics hair, slashes the other one's face with
a blade, kicks the arresting officer in the chest, and avoids jailtime...
461 upvotes | August 2, 2021 | by LondonDude123 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/distressed-woman-attacked-paramedic-blade-24668368
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The hard naked truth about female privilege
460 upvotes | August 20, 2017 | by sopun | Link | Reddit Link
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Therefore, Helmet is necessary.
459 upvotes | June 28, 2020 | by fastasfuckboye | Link | Reddit Link
Therefore, Helmet is necessary.
2,414 points•272 comments•submitted 1 year ago by rgaywala to r/motorcycles
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That isn't funny, that's sexual assault. If the roles were
reversed he would be straight in a jail cell, Sexual assault
doesn't have a gender.
458 upvotes | July 26, 2020 | by lifelessno1 | Link | Reddit Link
That isn't funny, that's sexual assault. If the roles were reversed he would be straight in a jail cell,
Sexual assault doesn't have a gender.
13,328 points•831 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Gravity_Galaxy to r/iamatotalpieceofshit
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"Great for forcing men to marry you and for extortion of men!
One million laughs!!!"
458 upvotes | May 21, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Ireland: woman, now 69, who sexually abused an 11-year-old
girl in the orphanage she was working in almost 50 years ago
received a two year suspended sentence. [pussypass]
457 upvotes | December 25, 2020 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.sundayworld.com/crime/courts/dublin-grandmother-who-sexually-abused-girl-11-in-orp
hanage-receives-suspended-sentence-39730714.html
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when they say female privilege doesnt exist
457 upvotes | February 25, 2021 | by banwavereality | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine it would be the other way around...
457 upvotes | November 27, 2019 | by Skillex99 | Link | Reddit Link
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Girl pretends to be 18, isn't. Men charged and convicted, stays
on ok Cupid saying she's 18.
456 upvotes | July 27, 2015 | by Subliminal87 | Link | Reddit Link
http://m.lancasteronline.com/news/local/men-jailed-for-separate-sex-assaults-of--year-old/article_9bc
07c42-3456-11e5-acae-b7b3d5804e78.html?mode=jqm
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The naked truth about marriage in the 21st century
456 upvotes | April 17, 2017 | by lifegasm | Link | Reddit Link
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Nurse kills 2 year old gets probation
455 upvotes | July 30, 2020 | by Cadahangel | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.ksl.com/article/50000633/utah-nurse-gets-just-1-year-in-jail-for-death-of-foster-son
You know for a fact that if she was male there is no way for a first-degree felony that he would get
probation and 1 year in Jail. Are you kidding me!?! People need to open their eyes
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Don't Know If This Belongs Here But...
455 upvotes | March 4, 2019 | by traelor55 | Link | Reddit Link
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3.5 years in jail for killing a toddler that she left in a closet.
Gets day parole and still can watch kids under 12 if supervised.
455 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by msjoelle | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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[French] Mother kills and cook her 2 year old daughter on a
BBQ, avoids jail time.
454 upvotes | June 14, 2019 | by Pioustarcraft | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.rtl.be/info/belgique/faits-divers/une-mere-avait-tue-et-brule-sa-fille-de-2-ans-sur-un-bar
becue-a-zemst-elle-va-etre-internee-1133048.aspx
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Truth.
454 upvotes | September 3, 2018 | by test_tickles | Link | Reddit Link
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A literal pussy-pass: Intel provides 50% discount for women,
free registration for women students to conference
454 upvotes | June 4, 2015 | by malvoliosf | Link | Reddit Link
http://icee3.com/intel-sponsorship-provides-50-discount-for-women-free-for-women-students/
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Woman
454 upvotes | November 19, 2019 | by rentaljeep | Link | Reddit Link
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Scottish drunk woman attacks and stabs 14 year old girl with
shard of glass, no prison time
453 upvotes | October 17, 2020 | by SultanSaatana | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/booze-fuelled-maniac-slashed-teen-22851944
This was in front of younger children all of whom were screaming and terrified. She then broke a
wooden spindle off the staircase and threatened her husband with it after he tried to get her off of the
child.
Owens, from Hamilton [Scotland], was slapped with a community payback order with one
year supervision and a non-harassment order for two years when she was sentenced on
October 2.
So the crimes are attacking a child with a sharp weapon, putting 5 children and her husband in a state
of fear and alarm, and domestic violence against her husband. Gosh I wonder if you played reversethe-genders what the husband would have got if he got drunk and did all that?
A decade ago, judges were told to be more lenient to female offenders:
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/7995844/Judges-told-be-more-lenient-to-w
omen-criminals.html
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'I thought she was going to kill me': 'No justice' for Aussie man
stabbed by woman wielding high heel
452 upvotes | May 15, 2019 | by meri_bassai | Link | Reddit Link

'I thought she was going to kill me': 'No justice' for Aussie man stabbed by woman wielding high heel
56 points•13 comments•submitted 2 years ago by JohnKimble111 to r/queensland
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The Naked truth about the usual daily pussypasses
451 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Imma VIP
450 upvotes | November 3, 2019 | by queenofyunkai | Link | Reddit Link
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Teen girl holds boy at knifepoint, forces him into frozen lake
and then to have sex with a dog, all while recording. Judge
gives 4 years in juvie.
449 upvotes | November 6, 2021 | by M4String | Link | Reddit Link
https://taphaps.com/lauren-bush-abused-autistic-boy-00/
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Ghislane Maxwell had sex with underage girls. Post removed
by r/worldnews
449 upvotes | July 31, 2020 | by Bing_Bang_Bam | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/mRBQmIo
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Mother found Not Guilty of injecting her daughter with her
urine and laxatives
448 upvotes | March 12, 2020 | by Roary93 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.9news.com.au/motoring/nsw-mother-accused-injecting-daughter-urine-found-not-guilty/
0b3eb04e-f3c2-4e2b-a6a6-2e7f62f12409?ocid=Social-9News
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Mom Has Sex With Her Children. “It is not some deviant
behavior that cause this crime, her being a victim cause this
crime." Judge Sets Free. No Sex Offender Registration.
448 upvotes | May 12, 2015 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
http://oilcitywyo.com/2015/05/12/natrona-county-woman-sentenced-for-incest-and-child-endangerin
g/
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TIL that once in USA a woman statutory rapist sued the minor
for child support and won
447 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | by macrian | Link | Reddit Link
I am sorry for posting this here without any other info, but I think needs to be common knowledge for
everyone here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermesmann_v._Seyer
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Cleavage don't fail me now
447 upvotes | March 18, 2015 | by kimchi_man | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/jWjMWMi
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Tries to snatch baby while wielding a knife, gets off with a slap
on the wrist because of “mental issues”.
447 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by ThrowAway640KB | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.castanet.net/news/Penticton/296660/Infamous-Osoyoos-knife-wielding-baby-snatcher-w
ins-appeal
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No way it could be that bad be cause she a woman.....
447 upvotes | December 22, 2019 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
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I finally hooked one
445 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by djmanny216 | Link | Reddit Link
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The stories in this thread really belong here. I weep for
humanity sometimes.
445 upvotes | November 13, 2021 | by ihwip | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "“Just don’t snore lol”" from /r/awfuleverything:

Posted by TheBoringCheese | 13 November 2021 | Link
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American College of Pediatrics reaches decision:
Transgenderism of children is child abuse
444 upvotes | February 25, 2017 | by The-Chronic | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.bizpacreview.com/2016/03/25/american-college-of-pediatrics-reaches-decision-transgend
erism-of-children-is-child-abuse-321212
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Hope Solo being honored by US soccer despite her domestic
abuse. I wonder what would happen if the NFL made a post
celebrating Ray Rice's career.
442 upvotes | July 10, 2016 | by _Victory_Fap_ | Link | Reddit Link
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Watch thief gets no-jail time for drugging and robbing man
442 upvotes | September 18, 2020 | by stankmanly | Link | Reddit Link
https://nypost.com/2019/08/19/watch-thief-gets-no-jail-time-for-drugging-and-robbing-man/
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[Canada] Indigenous woman attempts to murder random
grandmother, pushing her onto train tracks. Grandmother left
paraplegic, offender labeled a 'victim' by the courts and given
less than 3 1/2 years.
442 upvotes | August 4, 2019 | by Joe_Rogan_is_bae | Link | Reddit Link
https://globalnews.ca/news/5679731/ctrain-attack-sentence-stephanie-favel/
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Female SJWs claim they are systematically oppressed at
UMichigan, then hypocritically vandalize the apartment of a
conservative Muslim student because he wrote an opinion piece
in a newspaper. Caught on video NO PUNISHMENT
441 upvotes | April 11, 2015 | by TheLordOfShit | Link | Reddit Link
http://reason.com/blog/2015/04/10/at-umich-a-libertarian-muslim-student-un
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Rape a dude every now and then
441 upvotes | October 13, 2018 | by Tysie0 | Link | Reddit Link
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The Woman who went viral in 2019 for licking ice cream who
faced 20 years in prison only got 30 days in jail...
440 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by your_jizz | Link | Reddit Link
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I'm speechless
439 upvotes | January 31, 2021 | by Sarvenar | Link | Reddit Link
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Does this fit?
439 upvotes | January 18, 2019 | by sodium-hydroxid3 | Link | Reddit Link
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Pussypasses throughout history
439 upvotes | October 18, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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So this boy from Reading was set up to get stabbed by his
girlfriend because he kicked off at her for sending nudes to
another guy. He got stabbed to death by 4 people, they were all
13/14. What the hell am i reading
439 upvotes | January 5, 2021 | by Internet-Fair | Link | Reddit Link
https://t.co/8ENGM7mJMn">pic.twitter.com/8ENGM7mJMn</a></p>&mdash
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Kills a young man use her diplomat husband to get away with it
and she feels devastated!
439 upvotes | October 13, 2019 | by keloking88 | Link | Reddit Link
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Female Privilege: 1st Man is asshole for not wanting to
spending inheritance on wife's student loan debt; 2nd Man is
asshole for wanting wife to spend inheritance on his student
loan debt.
439 upvotes | October 7, 2019 | by Aussie_in_NYC2019 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/MGTOW/comments/dd2ju3/female_privilege_1st_man_is_asshole_for_not
/
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The largest pussy pass in American Histroy. "Who cares what
her policies are?"
438 upvotes | July 28, 2016 | by Gertonification | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNCflLP0rgU
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Imagine if a man wrote a guide on how woman is just for sex
437 upvotes | November 10, 2021 | by doughytub | Link | Reddit Link
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Called me an offensive word? Vandalize your car.
437 upvotes | October 31, 2014 | by hits_from_the_booong | Link | Reddit Link
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Is one of the playable piece a Karen?
436 upvotes | October 17, 2022 | by DeetaSalmon | Link | Reddit Link
https://imgur.com/yBSUNDW
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Girl sends and receives 240 texts while driving, kills a
motorcyclist, gets 90 days (serviceable via work release)
435 upvotes | March 8, 2016 | by FrankReynolds | Link | Reddit Link
http://startribune.com/twin-cities-woman-sentenced-to-month-in-jail-in-fatal-distracted-driving-case/
371400021/?section=%2F
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Woman who admitted to nine charges of sexual activity with a
child was sentenced to only 32 months in jail.
435 upvotes | April 24, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://cumbriacrack.com/2021/04/09/penrith-woman-jailed-for-having-sex-with-14-year-old-schoolb
oy/
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Why is the mother's bail 1/10 the father's? Both parents should
pay the same amount for this terrible crime.
433 upvotes | February 23, 2020 | by _wasd123_ | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.yahoo.com/news/girl-11-gave-birth-baby-170100565.html
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$580 fine and probation for killing a tow truck driver.....and
then driving away.
433 upvotes | February 20, 2019 | by whine_and_cheese | Link | Reddit Link
http://ktemnews.com/sybil-warrick-sentenced-to-five-years-deferred-adjudication-probation-in-neglig
ent-homicide-of-scott-bowles/
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Woman kills her newborn baby by tossing him into a dumpster.
Gets charged and released the next day.
432 upvotes | January 24, 2020 | by GreyWolf89 | Link | Reddit Link
https://calgaryherald.com/news/crime/woman-faces-charges-related-to-death-of-newborn-found-in-d
umpster-on-christmas-eve-2017/wcm/b0a8fb7d-ab52-4dea-849f-ff23e3b98022/amp
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20 year old woman is raped by black man in a park. Later, she
admits to the police that she lied. NYPD says they're not going
to file criminal charges against her
431 upvotes | March 9, 2015 | by LunaEstObscura | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/woman-raped-slashed-knife-brooklyn-park-saturd
ay-article-1.2140882
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Man spends 10 years in prison because his daughter was
disappointed in him and accused him of rape. The daughter
and the prosecutor responsible are left unpunished.
430 upvotes | July 14, 2014 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2124170/Cassandra-Kennedy-Father-freed-decade-jail-daug
hter-admits-lied-raping-11.html
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Drink driver, 33, who was caught while almost four times legal
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rate than women for the same crime"
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Antifa in a nutshell.
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alleyway, charges not expected
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I think this speaks for itself.
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She Claimed He Raped Her After He Ended Their
Relationship. She Was Just Sentenced To 32 Months In Jail For
Her False Accusation.
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Does it count asa pussypass that feminists can get away with
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Woman Who Filmed Brutal Kidnapping And Torture Of
Disabled Teen Sentenced To Community Service. '...avoided a
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One of the commenters mentioned that this happened over a
year ago and nothing happens to her
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Again, imagine if this was a woman.
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Feminist MP Layla Moran admits to being the latest female
perpetrator of domestic violence in Parliament - gets praised as
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46 year old woman who pleaded guilty to first-degree child
rape and second-degree child rape of an 11 year old boy was
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It's only abuse if a man does it don't you know?
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Woman astronaut commits first crime in space- no news
coverage.
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Not once were the correct words used. No charges were filed
and the only punishment
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Assistant Principal accused of raping 16 yr old avoids jail.
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France: Japanese chef driven to suicide after fake sexual
assault allegations posted online, family reveal
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Woman tries to slit officer's throat from behind and gets
caught on video. The Jury's verdict: not guilty
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Stop her before she gets another pussy pass.
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Woman kills husband with hammer. First she denies it, then
she claimed abuse. She was sentenced to 4 years of prison for
the murder. Now she could probably get charges dropped
altogether
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My heart is crying out for this boy
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Fucking ridiculous. At least 20.
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Instead of sentenced heavier punishment for being a corrupt
attorney, she get the punishment reduced.
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Domestic violence is the biggest pussy pass of all. In teen
relationships where aggression is one-sided, 80% of the
aggressors are female. But girls are the victims of domestic
violence, right?
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Kill 3 innocent kids and cripple a 4th trying to get on a school
bus? Only 4 years in jail.
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I think this fits here
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Man is an asshole for calling the cops on his blackout drunk
girlfriend as she refuses to let him care for his baby
403 upvotes | June 2, 2019 | by 13104598210 | Link | Reddit Link
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CEO Ellen Pao, files US$16 million suit in sex discrimination
case against guy she was having an affair with
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What did you expect?
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US army halts gender neutral fitness test as women struggle
402 upvotes | March 14, 2021 | by tucci007 | Link | Reddit Link
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Guy reports his then wife and now ex to police as physically
abusive, police didnt do anything to her because vagina, until
she killed him in front of their children, good job officers!
402 upvotes | September 10, 2018 | by arinc9 | Link | Reddit Link
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Why men are fucked either way
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Imagine if a male teacher licked some 14-year-old pussy?
401 upvotes | September 13, 2018 | by finiac | Link | Reddit Link
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2 men, 2 women caught in same drug bust. All charged with
same crime. Men's bail set at 75,000. Women's at 10,000.
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She still has custody of her kid
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Woman who picked up guys on Tinder, lied about having
cancer and defrauded them out of thousands of dollars gets no
jail time.
400 upvotes | December 17, 2018 | by BooooHim | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman pretends her library of child porn was planted on her
pc by a virus, walks free.
400 upvotes | October 15, 2019 | by another_nonymous | Link | Reddit Link
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Instagram "model" takes photos of herself sitting on a
veteran's grave
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Teenage boys can be prosecuted for underage sex while teen
girls are exempt.
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Woman who tortured, murdered a baby admitted to NYU as
what the NYTimes calls a "promising Phd candidate." Harvard
laments rejecting a child murderer, blaming the inability to
accept her on other people, racism, and even Fox News,
somehow
398 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by staytrue1985 | Link | Reddit Link
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Bipolar mum who strangled baby son to death at hospital unit
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Victim Ronnie Lee who nearly lost an eye in vicious glass attack
by Yasmin Thomas in Bournemouth claims his attacker was
spared jail because she is a woman
397 upvotes | November 26, 2019 | by rickspick | Link | Reddit Link
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A local breakfast spot, didn't a cafe that opened recently have a
similar business model?
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Woman sentenced to 30 days in jail for DUI crash that killed
couple
395 upvotes | January 19, 2019 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
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Seduce, not rape.
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"No matter how atrocious murders they commit, women
should never be held responsible because of women hormones"
395 upvotes | July 3, 2017 | by lifegasm | Link | Reddit Link
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16 year old aunt suffocates nephew to death because he wanted
to play video games and only gets 7 years in prison.
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20-year old got away after newborn baby found buried in her
backyard; demand apology form prosecutor
394 upvotes | September 13, 2019 | by TC1827 | Link | Reddit Link
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240 lbs. Seattle woman rapes guy. State prosecutors downgrade
charges to attempted rape from rape. Police Detective says,
"The law is specifically written to be gender-equitable." Gets
nine months in jail.
394 upvotes | May 18, 2015 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
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Petition to Remove Amber Heard From AquaMan Two With
2.5 Million Signatures LFG!
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I'm so tired of all these fake men being cheated on. REAL MEN
STAND UP
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Girls decide they don't want to pay cabbie because he wouldn't
let them smoke, accuse him of sexual assault instead. Cabbie
has it all on camera. Cops let the girls off because reasons.
391 upvotes | October 27, 2016 | by Ham_Sandwich77 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jz43f4G2Wgw
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Modern Feminism?
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Does this belong here?
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Democratic staffers -- same crime -- male, 27, gets 4 years jail.
Female, 24, gets 200 hours 'community service'.
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Really?
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[video] Woman assaults police officer, yells "you can't hit me
back, I'm a woman!" as she's arrested. -- female prosecutor
gives her plea deal of 1 year probation with both felonies and
other charges dismissed.
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DNA test proves man who paid $58k in child support isn't the
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390 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by foolkiller | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.cfm?c_id=6&objectid=12119028
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Babysitter carries baby around upside down banging its head
into hard objects, then covers his nose and mouth until he's
dead. Five years in prison.
390 upvotes | January 15, 2014 | by IonBeam2 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/babysitter-sentenced-to-5-years-in-virginia-toddlers-dea
th/2014/01/13/d1ffc554-7c8f-11e3-95c6-0a7aa80874bc_story.html
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Woman who hired hitman to kill husband in custody dispute
gets 5 years probation, oh and she gets the daughter as well
[Xpost r/news]
389 upvotes | August 3, 2015 | by emergency_hammer | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.courant.com/breaking-news/hc-simsbury-tiffany-stevens-plea-0804-20150803-story.html
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Definitely not false. But this is what everything will become
now, feminist propaganda to make themselves superior to us.
389 upvotes | April 26, 2019 | by Ghost--28 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/01akn6kajmu21.jpg
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Found on r/unpopularopinion on a post about women being
more valued by society. This honestly makes me sad that the
gender with the highest suicide rate it the least cared about
makes sense.
389 upvotes | April 22, 2019 | by YuhXtra | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/rcmw5ko6kwt21.jpg
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This is fucked
389 upvotes | October 18, 2018 | by DaGrizzlyGamer | Link | Reddit Link
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Teacher, 34, received a sentence of two years probation in
exchange for pleading guilty to a single count of criminal sexual
abuse by force. She allegedly gave the boy marijuana-laced tea
and cannabis-infused gummy bears then she sexually assaulted
him [pussypass]
389 upvotes | April 19, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://cwbchicago.com/2021/02/update-former-north-side-teacher-pleads-guilty-to-sexual-abuse-of14-year-old-student.html
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Zara Phythian, actress from Doctor Strange, sentenced to 8
year for molesting a 13 year old. Her husband gets 14 years for
molesting a 15 year old. What is the logic of women getting
more lighter sentences?
388 upvotes | November 2, 2022 | by Ninjhetto | Link | Reddit Link
https://indianexpress.com/article/entertainment/hollywood/doctor-strange-actor-zara-phythian-senten
ced-to-8-years-in-jail-for-sexually-abusing-minorgirl-7921113/#:~:text=Zara%20Phythian%2C%20known%20for%20her,sentenced%20to%2014%20
years%20imprisonment.
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Yup.
386 upvotes | October 14, 2022 | by test_tickles | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "title" from /r/CPTSDmemes:

Posted by cat_boy_supremacy | 14 October 2022 | Link
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"Mother of 3" was driving carlessly, hit and run a 75 year old
man. Cried in court and only got fined 500£
386 upvotes | January 31, 2019 | by TheSheepGod_ | Link | Reddit Link
hit-and-run car chased down
1,390 points•135 comments•submitted 2 years ago by TwitchTV-Zubin to r/JusticePorn
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Spot the difference...
385 upvotes | August 22, 2016 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
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Female teacher shows 16 yo student naked pictures of herself in
class. Misdemeanor, 30 days, no need to register.
384 upvotes | February 5, 2015 | by noloco | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.inforum.com/news/crime/3671729-ex-fargo-school-paraprofessional-pleads-guilty-nudephoto-case
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Paedophile sisters who abused boy, 6, for over a decade dodge
prison after judge says they would be ‘too isolated’
384 upvotes | November 23, 2017 | by MGTOWbrother | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1641064/paedophile-sisters-who-abused-a-boy-when-he-was-aged-ju
st-six-have-been-spared-jail-because-theyre-both-deaf/
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Male student who was falsely accused of rape by Mattress Girl
has his Title IX lawsuit dismissed by judge because...being
accused of rape has apparently nothing to do with a sexual act
and therefore doesn't apply to Title IX
383 upvotes | March 15, 2016 | by NixonForBreadsident | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/student-accused-of-rape-by-mattress-girl-has-lawsuit-dismisse
d/article/2585753
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Woman beats blind and disabled husband with wooden sword
and other weapons breaking his bones. Sentence 12 months.
383 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by rainbow_bro_bot | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-cumbria-58146911
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INDIAN COURTS ARE WILD
383 upvotes | September 17, 2022 | by reeshabh_jain | Link | Reddit Link
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If a guy goes around ask women, what is her lingerie color?
382 upvotes | January 1, 2019 | by oldforstocks | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman who kills infant son and buries him in a snowbank gets
1 year in Prison, 2 years probabtion
381 upvotes | December 30, 2018 | by TattedGuyser | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/christine-wood-sentencing-baby-taylor-1.3264108
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Watch a pussy pass live in real time. Yesterday Sharon
Osborne admitted she drugged Ozzy without consent. The
backlash you won't see is pussy privilege at work.
381 upvotes | November 2, 2018 | by SpasticLemonBomb | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.thesun.co.uk/tvandshowbiz/7639119/sharon-osbourne-druggedcheating-husband-ozzy/amp/
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Man and his wife win lottery. His ex-wife is immediately posed
as a victim by the media.
381 upvotes | May 20, 2022 | by xnxxnxxxxn | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.imgur.com/Gjslp9P.png
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Pffft, after a recent post I went into gender critical to argue and
within an hour got banned from participation, these cunts are
something else.
380 upvotes | August 22, 2019 | by babeleon | Link | Reddit Link
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Muslim Girl,16, Slit Cops Throat Out Of Frustration She
Couldn’t Join ISIS; Convicted Of Terrorism, Faces Only 6
Years In Jail
380 upvotes | January 23, 2017 | by Iappreci8thegr8r8m8 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/01/muslim-girl16-slit-cops-throat-frustration-couldnt-join-is
is-convicted-terrorism-faces-6-years-jail/
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Female heckler pours beer on comedian's head and throws
glass at him. Walks out unscathed with friends in tow. Imagine
a man doing this to a female comedian.
380 upvotes | July 20, 2016 | by fuck-r-news-mods | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/y4wY3ItGvyc?t=177
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Cheats on her boyfriend, gets caught and calls it rape, she's
allowed to remain anonymous even after he's cleared
380 upvotes | January 14, 2016 | by iworkforanasshole | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/12095449/Durham-University-student-accused-of-ra
pe-cleared-of-all-charges.html
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Woman to become NY firefighter despite failing crucial fitness
test
379 upvotes | May 4, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://nypost.com/2015/05/03/woman-to-become-ny-firefighter-despite-failing-crucial-fitness-test/
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Pedo Mom Served Underage Kids Alcohol & Marijuana
Gummies;Slept With 2 13Yr Old Boys At Sleepover
379 upvotes | February 12, 2019 | by person1_23 | Link | Reddit Link
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Pornstar thinks rape is funny and excusable...
379 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by Casual_OCD | Link | Reddit Link
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Pornstar admits she would rape a 13-year-old and says that the
only one who would consider it rape would be his mom. Very
little media coverage (this is the only mainstream one I could
find)
379 upvotes | November 29, 2021 | by Powerful-Intern-8801 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/16013669/pornhub-host-sex-13-year-old-boy/
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Woman who hired a hitman to kill her ex-husband gets custody
of their daughter anyway
377 upvotes | August 25, 2015 | by Ollvoj | Link | Reddit Link
http://foxct.com/2015/08/03/woman-accused-of-hiring-hit-man-to-kill-ex-gets-probation/
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No crime committed in death of baby.
377 upvotes | August 11, 2020 | by mardigrasman | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-ag-stillborn-baby-murder-charge?utm_source=facebook&ut
m_medium=news_tab&utm_content=algorithm
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Texas man facing 99 years for attacking his ex is CLEARED by
a selfie
377 upvotes | November 17, 2018 | by deftonesdid911 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6397755/Texas-man-21-facing-99-years-attacking-ex-girlfr
iend-CLEARED-selfie.html
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Mother murdered 5 month old baby, father brought baby to
hospital. Mother sentenced to time served and probation,
father facing manslaughter charges. WTF
377 upvotes | April 3, 2015 | by teamramrod456 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.twcnews.com/nys/central-ny/news/2015/04/1/wanda-trumble-sentenced.html
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Girls accused in fatal carjacking of Uber Eats driver to
reportedly get cushy plea deal
375 upvotes | April 9, 2021 | by RebusCom | Link | Reddit Link
https://nypost.com/2021/04/05/teens-accused-in-fatal-uber-carjacking-to-get-plea-deal-report/
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Because men always ask for it
375 upvotes | August 26, 2019 | by BlurredSight | Link | Reddit Link
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Police allow woman to kidnap 6 month old and leave Canada
despite the father getting a court order. Cops automatically
believe the woman. Father sues police. - British Columbia
374 upvotes | February 16, 2015 | by _no_fap | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/rcmp-negligent-in-parental-abduction-father-claims
-1.2956683?cmp=rss
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Man pushes woman off the bus after she spits on him
374 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by AntiFeminismAU | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Man pushes woman off the bus after she spits on him" from /r/AntiFeminismAU:

Posted by AntiFeminismAU | 23 October 2020 | Link
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Female parking warden assaults man, white knight comes to
the rescue....of the warden.
373 upvotes | April 27, 2015 | by keto4life | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=8f8_1430069544#sthash.dB56fh9J.sfju
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Trans woman headbutts bartender after being cut off, is sent to
men's prison for 12-week sentence. 150,000 signatures later,
gets transferred to female prison, where she's released early.
372 upvotes | November 30, 2015 | by grumpynomad | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/11/30/trans-woman-sent-to-mens-prison-secures-early-release/
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This guy got falsely accused of molesting his daughter, spent 17
months in prison; woman accusing him faces no consequences
and ran off with his money
372 upvotes | August 15, 2014 | by InternetFree | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/2dlqut/iama_guy_who_was_falsely_accused_of_molestin
g_my/
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Time to play our favorite game of what if the genders were
reversed?
372 upvotes | October 11, 2018 | by thedarkestchocolate | Link | Reddit Link
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Bertha Boronda got five years for cutting her husband's penis
off. When a Facebook page posted her unapologetic mugshot,
literally thousands of women lauded her with likes, heart
emojis, and jokes, and called her their "heroine" and "idol."
371 upvotes | January 27, 2019 | by DaytonaDemon | Link | Reddit Link
Can you imagine the response if guys on social media declared themselves indebted to a man who
had brutally slashed his wife's sex organs with a straight razor, almost killing her? Who would be so
callous (and careless) as to celebrate or even joke about such a shockingly violent act — in public, on
Facebook, no less?
Surely, doxing would commence. Stern editorials would be published left and right, many containing
terms like "toxic masculinity" and "rape culture." Metaphorical heads would roll. Understandably,
employees who'd professed admiration for the vagina slasher would find themselves without a job,
and students would be expelled and/or made to write groveling apologies. Et cetera.
Well, funny story. Bertha Boronda (pictured) was sentenced to five years, and served two, for cutting
her husband's penis off. The other day, a Facebook page dedicated to "weird history" posted her
unapologetic 1908 mugshot. Soon, literally thousands of women were whooping it up with likes,
heart emojis, jokes, and comments about Boronda being their posthumous new heroine and shining
example.
I made a little selection of their responses (two JPEGs). Enjoy — if you can...
https://imgur.com/a/Rlpsepq
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The naked truth about double standards
369 upvotes | February 9, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link
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The deepest loss because of the pandemic. Free drinks.
368 upvotes | December 13, 2020 | by No_Gas_All_Ass | Link | Reddit Link
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Killed twice on two seperate occasions, ran from scene, pursuit
by cops while high on ICE and licence is disqualified...gets only
5 years.
368 upvotes | March 14, 2020 | by woofster77 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-04/sophie-brine-sentenced-for-salisbury-woolworths-truck-cra
sh/12023380
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I guess I'm the wrong gender
368 upvotes | January 22, 2020 | by yakadoodle | Link | Reddit Link
I guess I'm the wrong gender
4,966 points•130 comments•submitted 1 year ago by [deleted] to r/facepalm
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Pussy pass.
367 upvotes | March 9, 2020 | by fap_wut | Link | Reddit Link
Women's March protesters in Chile protest against violence against women by... screaming and
throwing stones at female police officers
3,073 points•324 comments•submitted 1 year ago by Unreal_Ale to r/MensRights
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Woman masturbates on crowded NYC train and then touches
dude. Nothing happens.
367 upvotes | April 21, 2016 | by AAKurtz | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38joiwS4en0&feature=youtu.be
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The naked truth about life-destroying double standards
367 upvotes | August 27, 2017 | by sopun | Link | Reddit Link
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women are now a majority in undergrads (57%) and they still
benefit from affirmative action (institutionalized sexism)
366 upvotes | December 18, 2017 | by pesiwuvaye | Link | Reddit Link
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The woman mayor of Barcelona is laughing at the funeral of 15
victims killed by the muslims in the Barcelona attack
366 upvotes | August 24, 2017 | by sopun | Link | Reddit Link
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Someone made a Chrome extension that changes "white" to
"black" on Huffpo, Salon, and Buzzfeed (x-post
/r/Anarcho_Capitalism)
366 upvotes | February 27, 2017 | by The-Chronic | Link | Reddit Link
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All the freak out without any of the consequences, not even
from the cops.
366 upvotes | December 27, 2019 | by cw828 | Link | Reddit Link
Burger King manager freaks out and attacks employees and customers.
52,608 points•4,281 comments•submitted 1 year ago by desenagrator_2 to r/PublicFreakout
3
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Woman gets off child molestation and rape charges, male
counterpart gets 29 years
365 upvotes | September 28, 2020 | by autoeroticassfxation | Link | Reddit Link
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Wife to walk free after killing her husband in a hammer attack
365 upvotes | June 7, 2019 | by moscag | Link | Reddit Link
https://f7td5.app.goo.gl/RwCUc
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New Zealand Police and Customs happily let woman abduct
child even with a an official border alert against her (after
talking with her and feeling sorry for her).
365 upvotes | May 29, 2019 | by BleachedWhale | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/113053683/customs-let-woman-leave-nz-with-9yo-son-despit
e-border-alert
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Ex-wife kills ex-husband after he files domestic violence
complaint. The courtroom was filled with family and friends
who came in support ex-wife, many of who spoke about how
they say she was the victim..."she poses no threat to anyone."
Judge gives minimum-required sentence.
365 upvotes | April 23, 2015 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.bradenton.com/2015/04/23/5760429/northwest-bradenton-woman-sentenced.html
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No jail time for woman who ran over husband with SUV,
poured bleach on him. She was reportedly drunk and trying to
take the three children away with her, said that she planned to
"Destroy you all" to them.
364 upvotes | December 3, 2019 | by Weaselur | Link | Reddit Link

No jail time for woman who ran over husband with SUV, poured bleach on him
142 points•2 comments•submitted 1 year ago by IsThisAlso to r/rage
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Woman who battered mum in front of her terrified daughter,
6, spared jail
364 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by Lucidlarceny | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/woman-who-battered-mum-front-20703733?__twitter_impr
ession=true&utm_source=taboola&utm_medium=display&utm_campaign=exchange
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That's so fucked
364 upvotes | December 3, 2020 | by Imalizardyoucunt | Link | Reddit Link
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A man died after his girlfriend subjected him to DV and she
only got no more than 16 months in prison.
364 upvotes | April 17, 2021 | by Virtual-Knight | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9462865/Male-domestic-abuse-victim-dies-hospital-pressi
ng-charges.html
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Rule 1: NEVER HELP A WOMAN.
364 upvotes | October 5, 2022 | by GppleSource | Link | Reddit Link
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Danielle Schofield, 34, who admitted to: arranging/facilitating
the commission of a child sex offence, sexual assault of a child
under the age of 13, taking indecent images of children and
distributing indecent images of children was jailed for three
years. The victim was an 8 year old girl
363 upvotes | May 16, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/news/crime/dewsbury-woman-jailed-for-sexually-abusing-ei
ght-year-old-girl-alongside-her-partner-3212259
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Mother accused of strangulating baby acquitted as it was
“totally unnatural” for the woman to kill her own child
363 upvotes | December 27, 2019 | by veekayz | Link | Reddit Link
http://toi.in/i-i5Ya/a33gj
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Hahahaha
362 upvotes | October 30, 2019 | by LordTuchunks | Link | Reddit Link
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A boys gets suspended for making a digital clock and an atomic
bomb made by girl as project gets presented in science
fair.(Link in description)
362 upvotes | June 20, 2020 | by bigsandip | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/mukydcrf92651.jpg
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Dark Star ain’t shit
361 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by aliasif87 | Link | Reddit Link
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Female middle school teacher gets ~6 months in jail for sexually
assaulting a 13-year-old boy multiple times
361 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.omaha.com/news/courts/morton-middle-school-teacher-accused-of-sexual-assault-of-a/a
rticle_c416808d-4f48-5397-b852-45d8679f13a9.html
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The "this is not /r/beatingwomen" notice in the sidebar of
/r/pussypassdenied made me check on a whim
361 upvotes | March 20, 2015 | by OmwToGallifrey | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/QXKvs7r
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Woman divorces man. Man starts company after divorce and
20 years later becomes a multi-millionaire. Woman goes to
supreme court 20 years later to claim for mans wealth. Granted
$2 million unanimously by supreme court.
361 upvotes | March 11, 2015 | by babybopp | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-gloucestershire-31832392
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Crazy vegan protestor spends her days spewing bs and
disrupting the peace but earns bucketfuls of cash thanks to
onlyfan subscribers.
360 upvotes | September 14, 2021 | by bonbonellio | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Screaming at random people is always a good persuasion technique" from /r/LookatMyHalo:

Posted by PapayaSF | 7 September 2021 | Link
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NASA completes first ever all-female Affirmative Action space
walk.... as per usual, media slobbering all over themselves to
award women a Gold Medal because.... vagina.
360 upvotes | October 18, 2019 | by andalldaytodoit | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/10/18/nasa-live-spacewalk-christina-koch-jessicameir/
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Teacher rapes a student and is allowed to resign instead of
getting fired.
360 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by votemedownnow | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.fox2detroit.com/news/former-lake-orion-hs-student-breaks-silence-claiming-teacher-wa
s-sexual-predator
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Swedish woman joins ISIS twice (ran back to them after her
first rescue), still treated like victim instead of terrorist
359 upvotes | February 25, 2016 | by whereismysafespace_ | Link | Reddit Link
http://mtv.com.lb/news/english_highlights/571385/15_yo_jihadi_wife_rescued_twice_from_isis__
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Play at 10:20. She did drugs her entire pregnancy. Her son was
born impaired and died 6 months later. She treats it like an
afterthought. Not ONE negative comment, just compliments on
her hair.
359 upvotes | April 24, 2019 | by AttackinTheCops | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DeVHvYuXLw
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Child abduction social experiment man vs woman
358 upvotes | June 29, 2019 | by ligmabro | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mWtshIZdMb4
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Paedophile sisters who abused boy, 6, for over a decade dodge
prison after judge says they would be ‘too isolated’
357 upvotes | May 16, 2018 | by PUSSYPASSnojail | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1641064/paedophile-sisters-who-abused-a-boy-when-he-was-aged-ju
st-six-have-been-spared-jail-because-theyre-both-deaf/
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Women in the military
357 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by ILOVEASIANCUNTS | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKpKMbDfEQU&feature=em-uploademail
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Texas Teacher Began Grooming 12-Year-Old Student via
Online Video Game, Sexually Abused Him in Her Classroom:
Police
357 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by noanalysis7931 | Link | Reddit Link
https://lawandcrime.com/crime/texas-teacher-began-grooming-12-year-old-student-via-online-videogame-sexually-abused-him-in-her-classroom-police/
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Teacher, 40, who plead guilty to improper relationship between
an educator and student, was sentenced to four years deferred
adjudication and will not have to register as a sex offender. She
also gets to keep her teaching certificates to continue to teach
children. [female judge]
356 upvotes | July 23, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.gosanangelo.com/story/news/crime/2021/07/07/former-san-angelo-educator-pleas-impro
per-relationship-student/2847139001/
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Teen woman throws newborn out the window, avoids jail time,
gets probation.
356 upvotes | December 25, 2018 | by MiserumFortuna | Link | Reddit Link
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Mother who removed the feeding tube from her child at the
advice of a “holistic doctor” is spared jail time
356 upvotes | May 3, 2022 | by fat-stanley | Link | Reddit Link
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INTERNET BEING BIASED!!!
356 upvotes | August 9, 2020 | by baxigamer22 | Link | Reddit Link
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Winnipeg woman who hid remains of 6 infants in storage
locker gets sentence reduced
355 upvotes | April 3, 2019 | by Jeezy2020 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/winnipeg-andrea-giesbrecht-appeal-1.5082827
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She "Had sex" with a 14 year old boy after drugging him. And
she gets 2.5 years of jail for the "serious crime" she committed.
"She had a bad childhood" somehow this sentence has
something to do with the fact that she is a pedophile.
355 upvotes | August 21, 2021 | by Vardhu_007 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Newspaper does not write the word "rape" in the headline" from /r/mildlyinfuriating:

Posted by XT_Twitch | 21 August 2021 | Link
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She hulk smashed a computer at him
355 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by Cornodude | Link | Reddit Link
She hulk smashed a computer at him
43,998 points•4,149 comments•submitted 2 years ago by brbuff to r/PublicFreakout
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Female Officer, 3 counts of 'sexual assault', a fine and a
reprimand. A male doing the same thing would have been
released from the CF, as indicated by statement of Chief of
Defence Staff.
354 upvotes | August 30, 2019 | by Mode1961 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thechronicleherald.ca/news/halifax/fondling-of-frigate-mates-earns-navy-officer-a-repri
mand-346626/?fbclid=IwAR3AZfy8AAaxiHqjYT-wFcFC4Oo2_8YoL10T6BN3DGeiAEcmu1_9nD5tMA
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Ontario woman gets bail and husband doesnt, while being tried
together for the same crimes, acting together.
354 upvotes | April 2, 2021 | by Long_Cut_7015 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/haleema-mustafa-bail-1.5970940
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Teenager sentenced to NINE MONTHS for her part in brutally
ASSAULTING, KIDNAPPING and RAPING two men she
believed sexually assaulted her while she was asleep
354 upvotes | June 29, 2015 | by totorox | Link | Reddit Link
http://vancouver.24hrs.ca/2015/06/23/teen-girl-ambushes-suspected-sex-attackers
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School staff member tries to hire 15-year-old to murder
husband, instead rapes the boy. Prosecutor drops attempted
murder charge. Judge sentences her to 58 days in jail.
354 upvotes | May 19, 2015 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
http://pulse.ng/student/sexual-abuse-woman-jailed-58-days-for-sex-with-15-yr-old-student-id377559
1.html
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Student who stabbed boyfriend may avoid jail as it would
âdamage her career
354 upvotes | May 16, 2017 | by Here2lrn | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/may/16/oxford-university-lavinia-woodward-stabbed-bo
yfriend-may-avoid-jail
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Feel threatened or lost a cable? Slap your boyfriend
353 upvotes | September 29, 2019 | by DirtyMartiniGibson | Link | Reddit Link
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A look back at NBC morning show coverage of the 2016
Olympics - reverse the sexes and people would flip out.
353 upvotes | October 19, 2020 | by Pro_Male_Vanguard | Link | Reddit Link

A look back at NBC morning show coverage of the 2016 Olympics: If the roles were reversed,
people would flip out.
51,301 points•3,168 comments•submitted 10 months ago by ayjayred to r/gifs
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Teacher who pleaded guilty to abuse of a position of trust by
causing or inciting sexual activity with a child, was spared
prison. Judge: her previous good character, genuine remorse,
the impact of custody on her young daughter.
353 upvotes | April 24, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.the-sun.com/news/2578847/teacher-sex-pupil-kent-jail-sobs-groomed-pics/
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How much trash they left behind. In the middle: "Pu$$y
Power!"
352 upvotes | January 22, 2017 | by cryobabe | Link | Reddit Link
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California mom, 41, will avoid jail for having sex with BOTH of
her teenage daughters' boyfriends, aged 14 and 15, after plying
them with alcohol and cigars
351 upvotes | April 16, 2019 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6928481/California-mom-41-avoids-jail-having-sex-teenag
e-daughters-boyfriends.html
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Judge says man must pay $30K in child support for kid who is
not his
350 upvotes | February 18, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.wxyz.com/news/judge-says-man-must-pay-30k-in-child-support-for-kid-who-is-not-his
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TV Presenter assaults Boyfriend, gets arrested, admits it, gets
charged, takes legal action to remove the charge, and writes an
article on how traumatic it all was FOR HER!
350 upvotes | November 24, 2021 | by LondonDude123 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/melanie-sykes-opens-up-first-25534547
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75 years ago, women were exempt from conscription while men
and only men were conscripted to die in WW2. Today, game
developers shoehorn female soldiers in WW2 games,
unabashedly erasing men's coerced sacrifice from popular
culture, all for money.
349 upvotes | July 15, 2018 | by TomHicks | Link | Reddit Link
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An person that cuts off genitals NOT an innocent victim.
349 upvotes | February 16, 2019 | by -Top5- | Link | Reddit Link
The "Lorena" documentary is disturbing because it paints a woman who cut off a man's penis as a
victim whose action was understandable
4,117 points•745 comments•submitted 2 years ago by Hulawan to r/unpopularopinion
And if she truly was abused and mistreated by her husband, which it really looks like she was, of
course she had every right to defend herself. She should have filed a case against him. He should
have been charged. The two would have separated ways and that would have been the end of it.
Hell if he really sexually assaulted her, I would have even understood it even if she had killed him in
self defence. But to take away someone's genitals is just beyond horrific torture. I don't think that
should have done that. In fact she went to his room when he was asleep and cut it off. And went out
of her way to throw it into a field so it could not be recovered and re-attached. It was only later, after
an extensive search, that they found what was left of the severed penis in a field and put it back.
In various articles written about the new documentary now, Lorena is painted as the innocent victim.
Never mind the fact that, regardless of what happened to her, she castrated a man and got away with
it. She was never punished, only by public perception. She never served jail time even though her
husband was not found guilty on any of the charges she put forward. She was set free "by reasons of
insanity". WTF?!
The whole case was disturbing but ultimately making a documentary that is very one-sided about
how sad Lorena Bobbitt is and pretty much brushing aside the fact that she castrated a man as
'understandable given the circumstances' is incredibly messed up to me.
TL;DR: I sympathise, as one woman to another, with what Lorena went through but it should not be
an excuse to torture someone and take away their genitals and not face serious jail time for it.
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"A man would have been sent to jail" says the victim of a
woman who attacked him and got away with only a fine
349 upvotes | February 1, 2019 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6655755/Man-claims-double-standard-woman-24-bashed-e
scaped-fine.html
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Imagine if a male would have said that
348 upvotes | February 1, 2019 | by Giraph2k | Link | Reddit Link
And a male celebrity says “women are useless after the age of 33” , his career is over.
3,634 points•249 comments•submitted 2 years ago by [deleted] to r/MensRights
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I need feminism because...
348 upvotes | March 20, 2018 | by ragingfartalot | Link | Reddit Link
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UK: Schoolgirl, 14, who lured 13-year-old boy to a park where
he was stabbed to death is locked up for 3 years. The two boys
involved received 12 and 13 years.
348 upvotes | September 25, 2021 | by M4String | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "UK: Schoolgirl, 14, who lured 13-year-old boy to a park where he was stabbed to death is locked up for
3 years. The two boys involved received 12 and 13 years." from /r/MensRights:

Posted by furchfur | 24 September 2021 | Link
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Snapchat treating this like this was his fault
347 upvotes | April 26, 2021 | by scaptastic | Link | Reddit Link
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Gillette doubles down on hating all men - removes all
downvotes. Boycott>Downvote
346 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by reeeren | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Gillette doubles down on hating all men - removes all downvotes. Boycott>Downvote" from
/r/MensRights:

Go check out the toxic feminazi created ad https://youtu.be/UYaY2Kb_PKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPPf3sZIo-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koPmuEyP3a0
Your downvote may be missing.
Make sure you support alternatives to Gillette Dollar Shave Club for disposable razors
Feather for safety razors.
(Harrys razors seems to have the same anti male strategy. )
Posted by DWSchultz | 17 January 2019 | Link
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Mother who slept with 14-year-old boy cleared of child sex
crimes
345 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | by mrbill1234 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6980039/Mother-slept-14-year-old-boy-cleared-child-sex-c
rimes.html
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In Britain, men now have to PROVE they got consent to sex.
Imagine having to prove that 27 years ago a woman consented
to sex. A bonanza for revenge false rape accusations.
345 upvotes | February 4, 2015 | by shadowbanned6 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11375667/Men-must-prove-a-woman-saidYes-under-tough-new-rape-rules.html
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Woman sentenced to 150 years in jail for killing 1-46 infants as
a pediatric nurse is now being released in 2017 due to
overcrowding prison
345 upvotes | December 14, 2014 | by HSBrendan | Link | Reddit Link
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genene_Jones
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"For a guy in a relationship to be interested in other girls,
that's cheating. But if a girl in a relationship becomes interested
in another guy, it often means she's not getting what she
needs... women don't tend to cheat unless there's something
wrong in the relationship," says female on twitch
345 upvotes | April 3, 2018 | by ragingfartalot | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dexerto.com/news/controversial-twitch-streamer-talks-difference-cheating-guys-vs-girls
-best-twitter-reactions/47214
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Girl who tortured a mentally handicapped boy for 48 hours
and streamed it on fb live is given probation.
344 upvotes | December 11, 2017 | by RennBear | Link | Reddit Link
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Amber Heard Under Investigation For Perjury, Accused Of
Ordering Ex-Husband Johnny Depp's Camp To Lie Under
Oath.
344 upvotes | October 30, 2021 | by 2_suicides_one_cop | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Amber Heard Under Investigation For Perjury, Accused Of Ordering Ex-Husband Johnny Depp's
Camp To Lie Under Oath." from /r/entertainment:

Posted by PrincessBananas85 | 30 October 2021 | Link
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.
344 upvotes | November 8, 2022 | by St-Germania | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Least obnoxious Porsche Cayenne driver" from /r/awfuleverything:

Posted by Nervous-Law-6606 | 8 November 2022 | Link
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Woman in library porn videos pleads guilty to indecent act,
gets fine and probation
343 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by occupint | Link | Reddit Link
https://windsor.ctvnews.ca/woman-in-library-porn-videos-pleads-guilty-to-indecent-act-gets-fine-and
-probation-1.2434292
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Denied
343 upvotes | September 25, 2019 | by KhaiTFW | Link | Reddit Link
Fight at my old high school
10,865 points•1,441 comments•submitted 1 year ago by balkecorbin to r/fightporn
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When you are getting up in the morning to go to work, but the
devil himself stops you. I called the cops and they first
handcuffed me (note: this is my home) and after she told them i
beat her up (she used her nails to cut her face) they took me to
police station and she is free to go.
343 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by watardose9 | Link | Reddit Link
https://v.redd.it/qfrcyj89w3231
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New York Times glosses over Amy Schumer's stealing jokes in
a fawning profile that features photos of Schumer fat, pregnant
and naked.
343 upvotes | March 16, 2019 | by DaytonaDemon | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/13/arts/television/amy-schumer-growing-netflix.html
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Father Records His Ex-Wife Brutally Beating His Children!
She gets 1 month in jail.
343 upvotes | June 15, 2015 | by Shade_Raven | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.worldstarhiphop.com/videos/video.php?v=wshhxL2T8TW6QoS92LtF
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This showed up on the front page. Kid gets a swollen eye after
getting punched by his first girlfriend. Everyone in the
comments thinks it's cute. You know that if a boy punched a
girl like that there would be suspensions, disciplinary hearings,
expulsions and maybe even a court case.
342 upvotes | May 16, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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NO JAIL for teacher who had sex with 3 students. Only
suspended from teaching 2 years.
342 upvotes | April 5, 2019 | by a3akbari | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.app.com/story/news/crime/2019/04/04/heidi-domangue-verrett-teacher-sex-teens-louisia
na/3360220002
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Woman, 35, leaves her home for six weeks with her pet Staffie
Frank locked in the kitchen. Dog starved to death. Given 18
week suspended prison sentence + 200 hours community
service.
342 upvotes | September 1, 2021 | by Own_Influence_1967 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9945571/amp/Woman-left-pet-Sta
ffie-starve-death-banned-owning-animals-life.html
The court heard how Staffordshire bull terrier Frank was found lying dead in a kitchen next to an
empty tin of dog food after being abandoned between April 10 and May 14 last year.
Oldridge, 35, had left a bowl of water but no food was found within his reach and the floor was
covered in a large amount of dried out faeces.
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This is actually real. Can't wait for 2019
341 upvotes | December 24, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Nothing Like Taylor Swift "DATING" two MINORS....and
taking it shamelessly public the DAY AFTER he turns 18 is
pretty disgusting. No one has yet to label her a pedophile or
groomer.
341 upvotes | March 15, 2021 | by m_n_l | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman on bath salts assaults man, man defends himself, and
cue the white knights and cop to arrest him
341 upvotes | May 25, 2017 | by ponybau5 | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine if a male started humping a female officer, the outrage
341 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by Tasty69Toes | Link | Reddit Link
loading...
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The thirst replies on this... "boobs got me off ticket"
340 upvotes | August 30, 2020 | by superfreak77 | Link | Reddit Link
https://t.co/L3pNfzxt0P">pic.twitter.com/L3pNfzxt0P</a></p>&mdash
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"I Am ENTITLED I'm A Woman" Karen Says
340 upvotes | July 5, 2020 | by JimJamKimKam | Link | Reddit Link
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Two cute Austrian girls join ISIS and tell family, "do not
contact me, I will die for Allah" then decide they want to return
home after being married/getting pregnant - Reddit raises the
white knight shields
339 upvotes | October 11, 2014 | by King_of_Demons | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.reddit.com/r/nottheonion/comments/2iv98f/austrian_girl_who_joined_isis_in_syria_want
s_to/
If you skim through the comments, you'll see how hypocritical some of this is. If you keep up with
world news, most people are saying whoever leaves their home country to become a jihadi should be
rendered stateless or imprisoned for treason. People are actually calling for the person who talked
them into this to be held accountable... why has no one said that before? Why now is it not a personal
accountability issue?
Of course, that only pertains to males. A majority is claiming that these girls were brainwashed,
forced, or had no other choice to become a terrorist/jihadist. This isn't the 1700's either.. They only
had to google islamic law and customs to realize that they'd be giving up all of their rights they once
had. Rights that thousands of women fought for in the western world.
It really sickens me that equality only counts for the positives but they can't be held to the same
standard as men when they perpetuate a crime like this or most violent crimes.
These girls are criminals. They became radical extremists for their new religion and gave up
their entire life to go "help the cause". What if they actually committed murder while a part of
ISIS? What if Austria believes their sob story, they are let back in, and then they blow up a
train station? It isn't unheard of.
Women are capable of all the evils of man without the appearance to reinforce their disposition.
Do I feel bad for them? Yeah, yeah I do. I feel their education failed them, but they do not have a
single excuse for doing what they did.
What do you think?
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16 year old facing statutory rape charges after having sex with
girl who is the same age as him
338 upvotes | March 5, 2016 | by cianom | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.thejournal.ie/statutory-rape-boy-concern-2643527-Mar2016/
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Attacks and stabs boyfriend whilst high and drunk, wouldn’t
want to damage her career.
338 upvotes | September 25, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Stealthing is only a crime if you are a male. Still perfectly legal
to lie about birth control or poke holes in condoms
338 upvotes | October 8, 2021 | by wrightetiedee | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "California bans secret condom removal during sex and enhances punishment for spousal rape" from
/r/news:

Posted by ladyem8 | 8 October 2021 | Link
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This girl has two boyfriends and thinks its okay becuz One is
reliable and one is hot. That the point you have to choice!
338 upvotes | July 15, 2019 | by Khagan_Massin | Link | Reddit Link
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45-year-old woman gets 6 months in prison for sexually abusing
an underaged refugee where she worked, insisting on
unprotected sex because she wanted to get herself pregnant by
him
338 upvotes | December 23, 2018 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/12/sweden-female-left-wing-politician-sentenced-for-having-sex-wit
h-a-refugee-child/
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Parents sexually abuse daughter; father gets 14 years, mother 8
years.
338 upvotes | December 21, 2018 | by dvf_1 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/husband-wife-jailed-for-sexually-abusing-daughter-over
-seven-years-20181221-p50nre.html
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Hit and run driver didn't even bother turning up to her own
trial; still avoided jail.
338 upvotes | November 29, 2018 | by Justfor24u | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.kentonline.co.uk/thanet/news/shameless-hit-and-run-mum-spared-prison-194366/?fbclid
=IwAR2MnqqnXS1POl6jXi848ivdYxdFg4pTrjVLG8gYB_i-JxZGp9fEBMSD4SM
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Paedophile sisters who abused boy, 6, for over a decade dodge
prison after judge says they would be ‘too isolated’
337 upvotes | August 20, 2016 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/1641064/paedophile-sisters-who-abused-a-boy-when-he-was-aged-ju
st-six-have-been-spared-jail-because-theyre-both-deaf/
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Woman drives drunk, crashes into a house, crushes and kills
toddler. 3x over the legal BAC limit. Gets 1 year 10 months.
Max was 20 years.
337 upvotes | January 5, 2014 | by Clauderoughly | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.ivillage.com.au/drunk-driver-ive-killed-baby-havent/
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Man and Woman get fined for having sex in public. Man:
2100€, Woman: 500€
337 upvotes | July 22, 2017 | by pm_me_vegs | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.welt.de/regionales/hamburg/article166826758/Sex-auf-Alsterdampfer-kostet-den-Mannmehr-als-die-Frau.html
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Why do they even give her this job?
336 upvotes | July 12, 2019 | by tucci007 | Link | Reddit Link
Long painful death
59,770 points•2,393 comments•submitted 2 years ago by KeretK to r/WatchPeopleDieInside
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Woman rapes 15 year old, doesn't go to Jail
336 upvotes | April 7, 2022 | by markslucky7 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.hulldailymail.co.uk/news/uk-world-news/teacher-21-spared-prison-sentence-6919114
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'Alarming': number of women behind bars rises by 100,000 in
past decade; New data finds female prison population growing,
despite most being convicted of low-level nonviolent crimes
336 upvotes | December 10, 2020 | by GreenToothpick | Link | Reddit Link

'Alarming': number of women behind bars rises by 100,000 in past decade; New data finds female
prison population growing, despite most being convicted of low-level nonviolent crimes
1,569 points•169 comments•submitted 8 months ago by mittralt to r/anime_titties
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Interesting
336 upvotes | September 6, 2021 | by ladisman69 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Jon is such a cool badass empathetic and pragmatic protagonist" from /r/freefolk:

Posted by neon-skyline | 5 September 2021 | Link
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It's rape not seduction
335 upvotes | August 10, 2018 | by Thedog843 | Link | Reddit Link
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Female Privilege is Glassing a Man and Avoiding Jail
335 upvotes | December 4, 2019 | by DuncanIdahos5thClone | Link | Reddit Link
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335 upvotes | August 10, 2019 | by coolio1116 | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman knocks out man with a punch, he never regains
consciousness and dies 6 days later, judge rules she bears no
responsibility for the mans death.
335 upvotes | April 4, 2022 | by joe_mason | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10683367/Drunken-young-woman-knocked-man-unconsci
ous-East-Yorkshire-cleared-causing-death.html
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Former teacher 56, who pleaded guilty to charges of gross
sexual imposition and unlawful sexual conduct with a minor
was sentenced to 6 months in jail and 4 years probation
335 upvotes | April 22, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.newsbreak.com/news/2197909689564/former-hudson-teacher-sentenced-to-six-monthsfor-relationship-with-student-in-kent
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Under Singapore's law, only men can be caned as punishment
334 upvotes | April 4, 2021 | by Powerful-Intern-8801 | Link | Reddit Link
https://singaporelegaladvice.com/law-articles/caning-singapore-judicial-school-parental-corporal-pun
ishment/
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Woman jailed after 11th false rape claim in a decade - only gets
16 months in prison
333 upvotes | February 10, 2015 | by theonlynever6 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.cotwa.info/2013/02/woman-jailed-after-11-false-rape-claims.html?m=1
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Pedophile rapist who bribed her victim is allowed to keep high
paying entertainment job.
333 upvotes | August 21, 2018 | by MuslimGangEnrichment | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/asia-argento-be-cut-x-factor-italy-assault-claim-is-confirm
ed-producers-say-1135966
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Alcoholic mom, 36, who threw house party where she played
naked Twister with her 16-year-old daughter and teen friends,
used sex toys in front of them, had intercourse with man, 18,
and "raped" by 16 yr old boy, avoids jail
332 upvotes | October 4, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3672459/Mother-let-daughter-16-friends-drink-alcohol-smo
ke-marijuana-play-naked-Twister-escapes-jail.html?ito=social-twitter_dailymailus
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She Got 30 Days in Jail for Killing 2 Men When She Was
Driving Drunk!
332 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by readitredditordont | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.wtxl.com/ap/florida-woman-gets-days-in-jail-for-crash-that-killed/article_d3ba1132-1d8f
-11e9-9fe5-0b13eac1f194.html
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Woman spits on random man walking by. Her white knight
scum friends violently and brutally assault him for it, splitting
his jaw in half.
332 upvotes | October 1, 2018 | by GadolBoobies | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.liveleak.com/view?t=C2aIz_1538069749
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What Happens When A Woman Abuses A Man In Public?
332 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by Cold_FuzZ | Link | Reddit Link
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Imagine if this were reversed
331 upvotes | August 10, 2019 | by FullSlack | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman gets 5.5 years in prison for slitting six-year-old son’s
throat during custody fight as he screamed, "you're killing
me!"
331 upvotes | April 19, 2016 | by UTSUBot | Link | Reddit Link
http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/saskatchewan-mother-gets-5-12-years-in-prison-for-slittin
g-six-year-old-sons-throat-during-custody-fight
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I imagine this is Ms Andry so everyone is giving her a pussy
pass. For now.
331 upvotes | May 27, 2019 | by retardedspit | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/beh14vtibn031.jpg
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In 1983, legendary frontman of 'Mountain' Felix Pappalardi
was shot and killed by his wife. She cried in court and said it
was an accident (even though the shot was meticulously placed
in the back of the neck). Served *2* years and still got most of
his fortune.
331 upvotes | February 1, 2019 | by Joe_Rogan_is_bae | Link | Reddit Link
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felix_Pappalardi
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Australian judge asks why a man was charged for underage
consensual sex and the female wasn't.
331 upvotes | May 28, 2014 | by saintsmaen | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-28/judge-questions-underage-boys-sex-prosecutions/5484310
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Law student laughs as she walks free from court for hitting
aspiring male model over the head with a bottle of champagne
cutting his forehead to the skull
330 upvotes | May 2, 2015 | by librtee_com | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3064062/Law-student-laughs-walks-free-court-hitting-aspiri
ng-male-model-head-bottle-champagne-cutting-forehead-SKULL.html
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A common day in india
330 upvotes | September 4, 2021 | by SamyDon | Link | Reddit Link
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Anthony Broadwater spent years in prison for a false rape
claim of an author who grossed millions from a book about it
and was exonerated monday
330 upvotes | November 28, 2021 | by not_again_2021 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Anthony Broadwater spent years in prison for a false rape claim of an author who grossed millions
from a book about it and was exonerated monday" from /r/MensRights:

Posted by WhiteHaired_ | 28 November 2021 | Link
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3 Minutes of awkward interviews with Henry Cavill showing
the ridiculous double-standards of how women are permitted to
talk about men
329 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by andrealambrusco | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "3 Minutes of awkward interviews with Henry Cavill showing the ridiculous double-standards of how
women are permitted to talk about men" from /r/videos:

Posted by TheXanderp | 1 January 2022 | Link
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Men Sentenced To Longer Prison Terms Than Women For
Same Crimes, Study Says
329 upvotes | October 20, 2014 | by dudesyouknowme | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/11/men-women-prison-sentence-length-gender-gap_n_1874
742.html
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She might’ve been the one that strangled her kid to death, but
she had “low responsibility” so she only got 5 years
329 upvotes | January 29, 2022 | by VotiveFormula84 | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Even if the boat comes its too late" from /r/NoahGetTheBoat:

Posted by nameles5566 | 29 January 2022 | Link
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Johnny Depp vs. Amber Heard: Depp submits photos of black
eye
328 upvotes | May 21, 2019 | by Zyklon_Bear | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/2019/05/20/johnny-depp-v-amber-heard-depp-submits-photos-b
lack-eye-scratches/3450310002/
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‘Simply inexcusable:’ Mom ran over son in school parking lot
as he clung to car door - mlive.com Given 30 days jail.
328 upvotes | April 19, 2019 | by cedargreen | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/2019/04/simply-inexcusable-mom-ran-over-son-in-school
-parking-lot-as-he-clung-to-car-door.html
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90 Days for the Rape of 13 Year-old
327 upvotes | May 3, 2019 | by Axiomaticuncertainty | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/k2xZlng0f34
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Recently had my car egged. Here's the Prosecuting Attorney
for you.
327 upvotes | October 24, 2017 | by Simplexletalis | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/cx9qr1lz9utz.png
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Oxford Uni student who stabbed boyfriend in leg appealing 10
month sentence will get off because of career
326 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by BlueIsTheNewWhite | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3580232/lavinia-woodward-oxford-student-stabbed-cambridge-boyfr
iend-appeal/
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Mother of DUI driver who made a scene at court including
laughing at victim's family who nearly lost their daughter in
the same crash that killed her groom receives a modified prison
sentence. 93 days down to 1.
325 upvotes | February 1, 2020 | by ringrawer | Link | Reddit Link
Donna Kosal spent the night in jail after she was removed from court Thursday morning. She could
have faced another 92 days in jail, but Lillard said given the circumstances she has modified the
sentence to one day in jail, which Donna Kosal already has served.
In tears Friday morning, Donna Kosal said she is deeply sorry for her actions in court.
"I deeply apologize for what I did. I was under a lot of stress," she said.
"What you have to understand is as hard as this is for you to see your baby going to prison, imagine
what that family feels like when their child is dead. I hope that you learned a valuable lesson from
this," said
https://www.clickondetroit.com/news/2017/02/24/judge-sets-woman-free-after-booting-her-from-dau
ghters-deadly-dui-sentencing/
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Finland gives women a huge pussy pass, then brags about
gender equality!
325 upvotes | January 11, 2020 | by Razorbladekandyfan | Link | Reddit Link
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Female privilege is beating up boys, men and animals and
facing zero consequences
325 upvotes | September 5, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Man facing 35 year jail sentence walks free, but his life is
shattered (his mother committed suicide over ordeal). Lying
woman not brought to justice.
325 upvotes | March 16, 2015 | by Cazmir09 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MwESf52J8g
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Female juror "decided from the beginning" not to punish
female who inflicted multiple stab wounds, slit throat, shot him
in the head, because "It would be like revenge". Why do we
accept ignorance in society?
324 upvotes | March 5, 2015 | by q_-_p | Link | Reddit Link
https://gma.yahoo.com/jodi-arias-trial-why-jury-couldnt-reach-verdict-192037990--abc-news-topstori
es.html
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Public university in Canada decides to give a pay raise to each
and every female professor, regardless if they were already
paid the same as their male counterparts and have been paid
equally from their hire date... because, vagina.
324 upvotes | December 26, 2017 | by Archibald_Andino | Link | Reddit Link
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/christie-blatchford-pay-raise-for-women-at-wilfrid-laurier-creates-ne
w-inequity-for-men
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This woman attacked her boyfriend for eating her Oreos, he
needed stiches and she got off. No punishment.
324 upvotes | June 21, 2021 | by Virtual-Knight | Link | Reddit Link
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Misandry isn't real? Lol OK. Delusional Green Party Cunt says
all men should have a "6pm curfew to protect women".
323 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | by KingSxE | Link | Reddit Link
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Women kidnap and torture man, burning his penis.
Community service.. no jail time. Women blame each other,
and the man.
323 upvotes | March 18, 2015 | by toomanynoobs | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.news.com.au/world/europe/man-tortured-with-hair-tongs-to-his-genitals-by-three-women
-in-reservoir-dogs-style-attack/story-fnh81p7g-1227267616122
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Woman fined $1,130 for killing teen while driving on the
sidewalk. Charge for running red light dropped.
323 upvotes | July 18, 2014 | by __var | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.thespec.com/news-story/4639342-mississauga-driver-fined-1-130-for-crash-that-killed-te
en/
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Only $25 dollars
323 upvotes | February 5, 2019 | by ArkainKnight | Link | Reddit Link

Woman found guilty of leaving child unattended in hot car to die only to be charged a $25 fine
9,072 points•616 comments•submitted 2 years ago by AdequateDegenerate to r/rage
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Chicago torture of disabled
323 upvotes | November 10, 2018 | by Iceklimber | Link | Reddit Link
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Receives round of applause for saying her husband owes her
sex just because she wants it.
323 upvotes | October 9, 2018 | by arealoddmofo | Link | Reddit Link
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Entitled single mum wants child support from altruistic baby
sitter
323 upvotes | April 7, 2018 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Mother murders eight of her children. Charges are dropped
because she was experiencing a 'psychotic episode' at the time.
323 upvotes | May 4, 2017 | by 44MHz | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-australia-39777191
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Thought it belongs here
323 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by Snes00700 | Link | Reddit Link
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Melinda Gates to spend $1,000,000,000 of her husband's money
exclusively on women and girls only to promote "gender
equality"
323 upvotes | October 4, 2019 | by andalldaytodoit | Link | Reddit Link
Absolutely not a penny is to be provided to any male child or adult regardless of need or merit, you
know, because of 'equality'.
https://twitter.com/melindagates/status/1179384677209137152
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People like this disgust me
322 upvotes | January 15, 2021 | by MrPizza79 | Link | Reddit Link
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“To avoid us” ma’am, everyone already avoids you
322 upvotes | October 6, 2021 | by plsgivemepokemon | Link | Reddit Link
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How is this even possible?
322 upvotes | May 22, 2019 | by ausbeardyman | Link | Reddit Link
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Girl willingly gets double-teamed, claims rape instead
322 upvotes | February 22, 2017 | by clubfugginfooted | Link | Reddit Link
http://nypost.com/2017/02/22/teen-charged-with-lying-about-being-raped-by-college-football-players
/
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Cyntoia Brown recipient of largest pussypass in history?
321 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by GoodBoi_JStack | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.npr.org/2019/08/07/749025458/cyntoia-brown-released-after-15-years-in-prison-for-mur
der
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Mother (50) in BDSM relationship with her son (15) is spared
jailed, claiming "motherly love" while also blaming him for the
abuse
321 upvotes | December 13, 2018 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6488419/Mother-50-dressed-boots-used-paddle-spank-15-y
ear-old-son-avoids-jail.html
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If the genders were reversed it would be a different story.
321 upvotes | September 11, 2018 | by thecoolguy1 | Link | Reddit Link
Woman hits husband in crowded bar as fellow patrons ignore it
1,562 points•506 comments•submitted 2 years ago by stonetear2017 to r/PublicFreakout
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Man ordered to pay child support after ex-wife forged his
signature for an IVF pregnancy. And we heard about this in
news....?
320 upvotes | September 24, 2018 | by HomunculusEmeritus | Link | Reddit Link

Man ordered to pay child support after ex-wife forged his signature for an IVF pregnancy. And we
heard about this in news....?
2,087 points•111 comments•submitted 2 years ago by benderXX to r/MensRights
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Woman harassing man walking through NYC for three hours
are excused by women in the comment section blaming him for
his clothes etc.
320 upvotes | January 27, 2015 | by SWEsof | Link | Reddit Link
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Former asst. principal who was charged with six counts of
felony sexual activity with a student by a school official,
pleaded guilty and received a suspended prison sentence and 24
months of probation, which means she won’t serve any jail
time.
320 upvotes | October 28, 2019 | by MRA-automatron-2kb | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.wcnc.com/mobile/article/news/crime/assistant-principal-accused-of-having-sex-with-stu
dent-pleads-guilty/275-bc3161ca-7544-4e44-b8ed-1a1f9d66e240
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No need for explanations
320 upvotes | September 28, 2019 | by Natzore | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman stabbed man so hard between the eyes, it reached his
brain and only has to serve a paltry three year prison sentence.
320 upvotes | September 30, 2021 | by Virtual-Knight | Link | Reddit Link
https://metro.co.uk/2021/07/25/woman-stabbed-man-so-hard-between-the-eyes-it-reached-his-brain-1
4986614/
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Counselling and 3 days community service for hate crime hoax
319 upvotes | February 23, 2019 | by ManOfTheInBetween | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/teen-lied-anti-muslim-attack-subway-pleads-guilty-article-1
.3481401
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First time they finally call it what it is. Still though sentenced to
just 3 month which is a bad joke
319 upvotes | February 18, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman who raped 5 students spared jail because she was
"disgraced"
319 upvotes | September 10, 2018 | by HeForeverBleeds | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-09-10/woman-spared-jail-for-sleeping-with-teenage-students/1022
2690
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Imagine a female president was asked if a male president could
have done a better job than her.
319 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by KaranSJ | Link | Reddit Link
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Fairfax County Police defends racist and corrupt detective
while abusing an innocent victim
318 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by avatarstate_yipyipp | Link | Reddit Link
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42yo Woman rapes young boys using drugs and gets away with
it because she had depression.
318 upvotes | November 23, 2014 | by MantheonMid | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/queensland/former-queensland-health-employee-pandela-carme
l-salmon-avoids-jail-despite-pleading-guilty-to-repeatedly-having-sex-with-alcohol-or-drug-addledboys-aged-14-and-15/story-e6freoof-1226351331935
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Washington post-"We should stop putting women in jail. For
anything."
317 upvotes | November 7, 2014 | by BrazenBull00R | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/11/06/we-should-stop-putting-women-in-ja
il-for-anything/
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Woman who had sex with 14 year old boy sentenced to 40 years
in prison, with 39 years suspended
317 upvotes | July 21, 2015 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.wset.com/story/27964782/update-former-campbell-co-teachers-aide-denied-bond
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Why is she not in jail??
317 upvotes | January 21, 2019 | by dude511 | Link | Reddit Link
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Saw this on Facebook, trying to find the actual story
317 upvotes | July 19, 2018 | by WailingSouls | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/7qq9zwb1rya11.jpg
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A woman who admitted downloading and possessing more than
600 images of child pornography, as well as extreme images of
animals, has been given a suspended sentence.
316 upvotes | March 7, 2015 | by PhoneySoprano | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-hampshire-31767113
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So, this happened in India. Way to go for equality
316 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by ZealousidealTable1 | Link | Reddit Link
https://i.redd.it/lxfx95pnk3231.png
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sorry if this was already posted
316 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by aarozzk | Link | Reddit Link
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Cocaine-snorting driver, 31, avoids jail after running over
nursery nurse at 63mph in 30mph zone
315 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by JetsetCat | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9700267/Cocaine-snorting-driver-31-avoids-jail-running-n
ursery-nurse-63mph-30-zone.html
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Feminists block entrance of venue hosting men's rights talk,
behaving belligerently and threatening towards police
315 upvotes | November 8, 2015 | by RagingNerdaholic | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iARHCxAMAO0
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Woman tries to hire FOUR hitmen to murder her husband.
The 4th was an undercover cop. She claims duress and abuse,
and is found not guilty. Husband goes to YouTube to try and
salvage his reputation.
315 upvotes | September 11, 2015 | by emergency_hammer | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.ctvnews.ca/mobile/w5/justice-system-scrutinized-woman-hires-hitman-but-goes-free-1.2
079731
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I have the pussy, I make the rules
314 upvotes | August 17, 2015 | by Martijngamer | Link | Reddit Link
http://imgur.com/xGMZ9y6
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“You’re Average At Best” Dating Consultant Gives A 35 Year
Single Mom A Reality Check For Delusional Dating Standards.
314 upvotes | December 24, 2020 | by FrozenCheekSlayer | Link | Reddit Link
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Hired a hitman who was an undercover FBI agent to kill
boyfriend's daughter and her ex. Shown fake pictures of one
body before arrest. Gets 5 years in prison in plea deal
314 upvotes | June 2, 2021 | by soicansaywhatiwant | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-valerie-cincinelli-nypd-cop-murder-plot-husb
and-guilty-20210416-j2gua5q6ffea3i2osn24ixov6m-story.html

www.TheRedArchive.com
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OF COURSE: Joe Biden’s Niece Gets NO JAIL TIME For
$100K Credit Card Scam
313 upvotes | June 10, 2017 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/06/course-joe-bidens-niece-gets-no-jail-time-100k-credit-car
d-scam-read-httpamericanlookout-comof-course-joe-bidens-niece-gets-no-jail-time-100k-credit-cardscamixzz4jb/
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The #MeToo movement in a nutshell
313 upvotes | April 29, 2019 | by swiet | Link | Reddit Link
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Man kidnaps girl with the help of his wife, holding her captive,
raping and torturing her for 7 years, gets 104 years while wife
is granted immunity
312 upvotes | April 17, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2015/04/16/girl-in-box-kidnapper-parole-hearing/25888
837/
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Equifax, where 143,000,000 identities were just stolen, has a
Chief Information Security Officer who studied music in
college
312 upvotes | September 9, 2017 | by TerriChris | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.hollywoodlanews.com/equifax-chief-security-officer/
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'A hand up, not a handout': UTS lowers engineering entry bar
for women
312 upvotes | August 29, 2019 | by dvf_1 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.smh.com.au/education/a-hand-up-not-a-handout-uts-lowers-engineering-entry-bar-for-w
omen-20190828p52lpp.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1BnciACDaI5QPeB7GipB
kWJWeIkbroff4lsD-AYEWO8Qo4JCT-9BD_MTs%23Echobox=1567032803
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Judge Orders Detroit Man To Pay $30K In Child Support —
Even Though He’s Not The Father
312 upvotes | July 24, 2021 | by Istoleapot | Link | Reddit Link
https://detroit.cbslocal.com/2015/02/18/judge-orders-detroit-man-to-pay-30k-in-child-support-even-t
hough-hes-not-the-father/
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UPDATE PP REVOKED*** Lisa Montgomery: US executes
only woman on federal death
312 upvotes | January 13, 2021 | by Gawernator | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-55642177
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Women's rugby international player gave her fiancee two black
eyes when she punched her repeatedly in drunken bedroom
bust-up
311 upvotes | May 8, 2021 | by JohnKimble111 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9553437/Wales-rugby-winger-gave-girlfriend-two-black-e
yes-drunken-bedroom-brawl-Cardiff-court-hears.html
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She accused a university prof of sexual assault. He was never
criminally charged but lost his job and reputation. Now he’s
suing for defamation.
311 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | by tucci007 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thespec.com/ts/news/canada/2021/04/08/she-accused-a-university-prof-of-sexual-assault
-now-hes-suing-for-defamation-some-fear-the-landmark-case-could-have-a-chilling-effect.html
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Wife ripped open husband's scrotum by lifting him up by
his testicles using her fingernails, blinds him in one eye, avoids
jail.
311 upvotes | August 2, 2016 | by stankmanly | Link | Reddit Link
http://metro.co.uk/2016/08/01/wife-ripped-open-husbands-scrotum-by-lifting-him-up-by-his-testicles
-using-her-fingernails-6042001/
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Woman stabs her boyfriend then writes an article about how
women are the abused not abusers
311 upvotes | October 14, 2018 | by OrchestralCacophony | Link | Reddit Link

Woman stabs boyfriend, write sympathetic article. And include domestic violence advice directed at
women.
1,451 points•99 comments•submitted 2 years ago by demzbeanz to r/MensRights
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Ex-flight attendant serves just a week in jail for sex with 15year-old
311 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by Virtual-Knight | Link | Reddit Link
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Property destruction is a joke apparently
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11 year old man takes advantage of his naive babysitter.
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First Alaska woman charged with possessing child
pornography gets no jail time
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Toppling a government is alright but if the roles were reversed
it would be considered stalking
309 upvotes | October 13, 2019 | by Wrlpul | Link | Reddit Link
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Bette Midler gets a free pass with racist tweet
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Carrie Underwood kissing underage boy on stage... just
imagine the opposite...
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Serial Killer clear as day
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Mother Intentionally Runs Over Young Son with Car Leaving
him with BRAIN-DAMAGE and Permanent Disability Because
Boy Did Not Want To Go To School: Mom Gets 30 Days Jail
Time
307 upvotes | April 23, 2019 | by camletoejoe | Link | Reddit Link
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Man fired from PBS for saying Meghan Markle is ‘not bad.’
The woman who complained had called Trudeau ‘hot’.
307 upvotes | November 2, 2018 | by everyonceinawhileman | Link | Reddit Link
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Katy Perry groped on stage, female referred to as "overzealous
fan"
307 upvotes | September 30, 2015 | by DoomslayIE | Link | Reddit Link
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The Australian toxic feminism media war on boys and men
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Hypocrisy at its finest
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Surgeon who hit cop with car wins $1.2M in excessive force
lawsuit
305 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | by Forest_of_Mirrors | Link | Reddit Link
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Woman who was charged with a Level 1 felony, carrying up to
40 years in prison, pleaded guilty to a reduced Level 3 child
molesting felony. The 8 years old victim had contracted a
"dangerous sexually transmitted disease."
305 upvotes | June 8, 2021 | by FSOexpo | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thestarpress.com/story/news/crime/2021/05/27/portland-woman-pleads-guilty-molesting
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Left me fucking speechless
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Man brings woman over from Morocco, spends over $200,000
on her, and she responds by falsifying domestic violence
injuries and having him arrested. She was later caught on
camera punching herself in the face, but was never charged
herself
304 upvotes | December 10, 2018 | by soberasfuck | Link | Reddit Link
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A wild Karen appears... and slaps a cop
304 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by NotSomeSuggestedname | Link | Reddit Link
A wild Karen appears... and slaps a cop
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60 Days for raping a student. That's a pass.
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Abuse against men is celebrated on Facebook
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